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The rise of case & agreement
(but mostly case)

A brief prologue
•

In early generative grammar (e.g. Chomsky 1955/1975,
1957, 1965), attention was paid to some kinds of
morphology
➻

•

most notably, the verbal suffixes of English
("Affix Hopping")

Syntactic Structures (1957) and Aspects (1965) also
included dedicated transformations for the transmission
of phi‑features across different categories in English
NB:

"phi‑features" = {PERSON, NUMBER, GENDER/NOUN‑CLASS}
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•

Chomsky (1957:112):

•

Chomsky (1965:175):

[technically, not an agreement rule, but a nominal concord rule; we'll get back to this]
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•

Question: Why even have a transformation for phi-feature
transmission?
➻

Couldn't we model phi-feature transmission via Phrase
Structure (PS) rules?

(Syn Struc; Chomsky 1957:29)

Can you see the problem with this PS-rules solution?
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(GPSG; Gazdar, Klein, Pullum & Sag 1985:89)

•

NB: We will see that there are rather clear empirical reasons to
reject even the “modularized” PS (sub‑)rule treatment of
agreement, as in GPSG.
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➻

But at this stage of the theory, plenty of morphology was
also flat out ignored…

•

This is not intended as a criticism, of course; no scientific
investigation is expected to come up with a "Theory of
Everything" right from the start
•

it is natural to abstract away from some properties,
while trying to explain the others
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So how did agreement and, in particular, case
become "center stage" in generative linguistics?
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•

Chomsky & Lasnik (1977): the [* NP Vinf] filter
•

there is a set of phenomena that look, at first glance, to
be completely heterogeneous —
‣
‣
‣
‣

•

"Equi" (a.k.a. Control)
prepositional complementizers
Raising
a select group of exceptional predicates (believe,
expect, consider, etc.)

but they can be unified when we observe that they are
all repairs of the same potential violation
•

cf.: "conspiracies" in phonology
(Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979)
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Case as licensing
•

Jean-Roger Vergnaud (in a 1976 letter to C&L, responding
to a pre-pub ms. of Filters & Control):
•

all of these repairs (except for Equi/Control...) have
something in common —
➻

they are the environments where one finds
(e.g. in Latin) accusative, rather than the expected
nominative, on the subject

... and thus was born the theory of Abstract Case
(Chomsky 1981 et seq.)
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•

Why "abstract"?
•

because in many languages, one can't actually observe case
distinctions
•

➻

this includes French and English (the languages that V, C & L
were looking at), except for their pronouns

The idea is that, whether we can see it or not, case is operative
"under the hood"
•

in particular, noun phrases cannot occur in the structure unless
they are assigned case

•

and what's special about the [* NP Vinf] environments is that the
subject cannot receive its usual case (NOM)
•

this, Vergnaud suggests, is why the "repairs" are all
characterized by the unusual appearance of ACC on
the subject
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Case (and Agreement) in GB

The Case Filter replaces
the [* NP Vinf] Filter
•

•

Vergnaud's suggestion is adopted —
•

in particular, the idea is that NPs "need" Case

•

and what's special about Vinf is that it cannot give the
subject the usual (nominative) Case

By this time, work by Emonds and Stowell has led to the
X-Bar Schema being expanded beyond the core lexical
categories (N, V, A, P)
•

it is now applied to S and S' (now: IP and CP) , as well
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There is now a natural "home" for the distinction
between Vfin and Vinf — namely, I(nfl)0
•

The structural relation between I0 and the subject
is key — why?
NB: This was before the VP-Internal Subject
Hypothesis!
(Fukui & Speas 1986, Kitagawa 1985, Kitagawa 1986,
Koopman & Sportiche 1991, Kuroda 1988, Speas &
Fukui 1986, Sportiche 1988)
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1. John ate the pasta.
2. * It is possible John to eat the pasta.
3. John attempted a dangerous maneuver.
4. * John attempted Bill to win.
5. * John attempted him(self) to win.
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There must be something particular to the structural
relation between I0 and the subject
•

•

which enables the "transmission" of case

Spec-Head?
1. That can't be the whole story — why?

•

m-command?
2. Still not enough — why?
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1. * John attempted Bill to win.
2. * John attempted him(self) to win.
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Government
•

We need a structural relation that can capture:
• finite subjects
• direct objects
• complements of prepositions
• ...
enter Government

•

Government can be thought of as local m‑command
•

where the "local" part means "not interrupted by any
maximal projection except TP"

➻

why "except TP"?
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•

It's worth pausing to ask ourselves what, precisely,
justifies the adoption of such a complex/intricate relation
as Government
•

•

esp. since this kind of complexity, within GB-era theory,
was a crucial part of what the “minimal” in “minimalism”
would later react to!

In particular, what are the obstacles to —
1. Case assigned only under c-command?
2. Case assigned only under sisterhood?
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Back to agreement
•

Assume (for now) that we have, in government, an extensionally
adequate theory of case
What about agreement?

•

At this stage in the theory:
•

Agreement in a spec-head configuration

➻

Why? My diagnosis:
•

Agreement, in the languages being looked at at the time,
was largely subject-agreement
(and, once again, recall: no VPISH)
we get only the “upward expansion” part of government
•

i.e., spec-head
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•

In one sense, this is standard operating procedure in
linguistic theory
•

if we don’t see agreement in any of the other structural
configurations allowed by government —
•

we should adopt the more restrictive characterization of the
relevant structural relation
•

➻

i.e., just spec-head, without the other possibilities allowed
by m-command (or even local m-command)

BUT: it drives a (contingent) wedge between agreement
and case
•

since the two are sensitive to different structural relations
•

which just happen to overlap in [Spec,IP]
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➻

This is an issue that will recur throughout our
discussions this week:
•

the degree of overlap between case and agreement;

•

the causal relation (if any) between the two;

•

the prospects for unifying the two under a single
structural relation
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The minimalist turn The probe‑goal turn

•

Chomsky [class notes, cited by Frampton 1991]:
superiority in multiple‑wh questions → inelegant for a
foot‑driven view of syntactic movement

➻

Why?
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1. Who did Mary think bought what?
2. * What did Mary think who bought?
3. What did Mary think John bought?
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•

In a foot-driven model:
•

the different wh‑phrases in a derivation would need to
somehow "coordinate" with one another
•

•

to yield the attested superiority pattern

In a head-driven model:
•

superiority falls out naturally from minimal search

•

where what we mean by "minimal search" is really:
➻

iterative top-to-bottom search
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Iterative top-to-bottom search,
and the transition to probe‑goal
Let H be a head with a feature [F]
(e.g. interrogative C0 with [wh]);
and let XP be H's sister/complement:
•

•

if XP bears [F ], halt search with XP as
the result
if not:
• if there is a constituent ZP in
[Spec,XP], check if ZP bears [F ]
• if so, halt search with ZP as
the result
• if not:
• if XP is a phase, halt search
with no result
• if not: repeat from start with the
complement of X0 ("YP") as the
new XP
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➻

Next question:
Why would syntactic relations work this way?

•

Answer: bottom-up structure building.
•

structure is built from the bottom
•

➻

by iterative merger of new terminals and/or complex
constituents created by previous merges

and, crucially, the system is "impatient" —
•

when a new terminal(=head) is merged, the system
attempts to address its featural needs as soon
as possible
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How this solves the
wh‑superiority problem
•

When interrogative C0 is merged, it has a need for a
bearer of [wh] to be moved to its specifier
•

that need is addressed immediately
•

•

via iterative top-to-bottom search for a wh‑phrase

The search procedure will encounter the highest
wh‑phrase (in terms of c‑command) first
the highest wh‑phrase will be the one that moves
➻

without any need for "coordination" among the different
wh‑phrases present in a given structure/derivation
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In this, we have a proof-of-concept of a kind of structural
relation that is distinct from spec‑head and government
•

NB: Why am I saying that probe‑goal is structurally
distinct from government?
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Probe‑goal as a model
of agreement

Some intuitive grounding
•

The idea of "tending to the needs of an attractor" is
actually wonderfully suited for agreement
•

•

arguably, more so than for (wh‑)movement(!)

Why?
Because nouns seem to "come with" their phi‑features
(more on this later) —
•

whereas agreeing heads seem to acquire their
phi‑features derivatively
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A crucial historical ingredient: VPISH
•

We now have in place the assumption that all subjects –
even transitive/active/Agentive ones – are generated
inside the verb phrase
NB: We'll abstract away (for the time being) from
the vP/VP distinction
Agreement can be quite naturally viewed as a response
to the "needs" of the agreeing head
•

via iterative top-to-bottom search for a noun phrase
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A probe‑goal model of agreement
•

When a head H0 – e.g. a finite verb or, more accurately,
the finiteness part of a finite verb – enters the derivation,
it has a "need" for phi‑features
It scans the existing structure in search of a target
bearing phi‑features
•

crucially, given VPISH, even the transitive/active/
Agentive subject will be part of the structure scanned
by the iterative top-to-bottom search procedure
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•

A problem to keep in mind for later:
•

ergative-absolutive languages in which I(nfl)0 agrees
with the (absolutive) transitive object
•

➻

appearing to skip over the (ergative) transitive
subject

do such languages exist? (almost certainly, yes.)
and, if so, how can we account for them? (stay tuned.)
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Some other issues we will temporarily set aside:
•

cyclicity / phases

•

what happens if no target is found by the iterative topto-bottom search process?

•

what is the internal structure (if any) of the entity we
have been referring to, here, as "phi‑features"?
•

e.g. a flat, unordered 'bundle'?

•

something else?

[these issues are where a lot of my own research fits in]
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Valuation, interpretability,
and obligatoriness

How to capture the obligatoriness
of agreement
•

Obviously, agreement (where found) is very often obligatory;

•

If we wanted to, we could just stipulate this
•

e.g. define an operation, DoAgreement, and stipulate that
the application of this operation is obligatory

•

though we would have to state where and when it's
obligatory, exactly
•

we wouldn't want it applying to every head, would we?
(why?)

•

the statement of when and where DoAgreement is
obligatory would be akin to the Structural Description (SD)
in an SPE‑style phonological rule
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•

But Chomsky wants to do better than that —
•

he wants to derive the obligatoriness of agreement, not
stipulate it

•

and he wants to do so by deriving where agreement
must apply (the Structural Description, SD) from what it
does when it applies (the Structural Change, SC)

What does agreement do?
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Valuation
•

•

There's one part missing in our discussion of agreement
so far:
•

what happens when a goal – a phi‑feature-bearing
nominal – is found by the iterative search procedure

•

this is what's called valuation

Intuitively, valuation is just a name for feature values
showing up where, semantically, they don't belong
•

number, person, and gender/noun-class on finite I(nfl)0
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Excursus: how do we know that I(nfl)0
is "the wrong place"?
•

In other words: Why/how are we so sure that phi‑features don't
belong on I(nfl)0, semantically speaking?
•

•

couldn't some semantic and/or discursive notion of "subject"
make it so that I(nfl)0 was the natural home for some/all
phi‑features?

Answer: we know this because the role of 'subjecthood' (or any
other kind of semantic or discursive role) in agreement is a
red herring
•

this is not to say that semantic/discursive factors never play a
role in agreement, in some construction(s) in some language(s)

•

it is to say that everything we want to say about agreement
can, cross-linguistically speaking, be fully dissociated from
anything semantic/discursive
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•

So, for example, there are plenty of languages where the notion
"subject" plays no privileged role in agreement
•

•

namely, ergative-absolutive languages with absolutive
agreement only

Argument alignments:
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1st and 2nd person absolutive clitics, -in and -ach, which attach to

) a. Ch-in

y-il[-a’]

ix Malin.

Q'anjob'al (Mayan)

asp-1abs 3erg-see-tv clf Maria
‘Maria sees me.’
b. Max-ach hin-laq’.
asp-2abs 1erg-hug
‘I hugged you.’

The matrix verb uj ‘be able to’ and the progressive predicate la

pectless) clauses (see Mateo-Toledo 2003a). However, embedding a
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nsitive forms in (28) is impossible, as shown by the ungrammatical

⎣

•

⎦
⎡ person = 2 ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎢number = pl. ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ gender = fem.⎥
⎥
It's actually even more extreme ⎢than that —
⎦
⎣

⋅⋅⋅

Kaqchikel (Mayan)
a. ja rat
x-at-ax-an
ri achin
foc you(sg.) com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af the man
‘It was you(sg.) that heard the man.’
b. ja ri achin x-at-ax-an
rat
foc the man com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af you(sg.)
‘It was the man that heard you(sg.).’
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Thus, semantically/pragmatically speaking, I(nfl)0 is
indeed the "wrong" place for phi‑features.

•

Chomsky (1995:277–278) gives a slightly different – and,
in my opinion, weaker – argument for the same point
• PERSON, NUMBER,

and GENDER/NOUN‑CLASS make their
semantic contribution on the nominal, not on the verb
•

and certainly not on I(nfl)0/T(ense)0
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➻

So, what is valuation?
•

•

valuation is the transmission of features (or feature values)
from where they belong, semantically, to another locus
where they are semantically inert

There are a variety of ways to model this:
•

one way is to assume that the agreeing head – e.g. I(nfl)0 –
comes into the derivation with "placeholders" for feature
values

•

and those placeholders are subsequently "filled in" by the
values found on the relevant nominal
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NB:

•

Call the "placeholders" that I(nfl)0 comes with unvalued
features.

As we will see later, there are other ways to model valuation,
which are arguably superior to this model on empirical grounds:
•

feature-sharing / unification
Frampton & Gutmann 2000, Gazdar, Klein, Pullum & Sag 1985,
Pesetsky & Torrego 2007, Pollard & Sag 1994, a.o.

•

copying of feature-(sub‑)geometries
Preminger 2011, 2014

(... other?)
➻

This is an issue we will return to.
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(un)interpretability
•

If you remember, our(=Chomsky's) overarching goal here
was to derive the obligatoriness of agreement from
something else
Chomsky's proposal:
•

Suppose the fact that phi‑features are not interpreted
on I(nfl)0 is telling us something very deep —
•

not only aren't phi‑features interpreted on I(nfl)0;

➻

they can't be.
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•

The idea is that these "placeholder" features on I(nfl)0 are
a problem for the interfaces [PF & LF]
•

if they reach the interfaces while still in this "placeholder"
state (i.e., prior to valuation) —
•

the interfaces cannot interpret them

•

and, furthermore, this would result in ungrammaticality

NB:

•

Notice that this is an added assumptions; that the
interfaces can't interpret something is not (necessarily) a
cause for ungrammaticality, unto itself.

Hence, they are referred to as uninterpretable features —
•

in contrast to the interpretable phi‑features, found on the
noun phrase.
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The process of valuation, then, consists of replacing these
uninterpretable features on the probe – e.g. I(nfl)0 – with
their interpretable counterparts on the nominal
➻

This derives the obligatoriness of agreement —

1. * The children is here.
2. The children are here.
•

(1) is ungrammatical because the uninterpretable
features on I(nfl)0 have not been replaced with the
interpretable features found on the nominal
•

yielding ungrammaticality – a.k.a. a "crash" – when
the derivation reaches the interfaces
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SPOILER:
•

This doesn't actually work;

•

But to see that, we will have to take a deep dive into some
fairly intricate facts, and it will take us some time to
get there.
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Agree

A fundamental syntactic operation
for valuation
Agree(H0, β):
Given a head H0 that has an uninterpretable feature [F ],
and c‑commands a constituent β that has an interpretable
instance of [F ]: copy interpretable [F ] from β to H0.
•

Notice that Agree itself is not formulated as obligatory
(nor optional, for that matter)
➻

this would be redundant, given that derivations where
Agree has failed to apply (e.g. *The children is here)
are ruled out via uninterpretability
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•

This fits well within an interface-driven approach to
syntax —
•

where the fundamental syntactic operations (Merge,
Agree) are neither obligatory nor optional in any
meaningful sense;

•

these operations are deployed freely by the
computational system
•

subject only to the restriction that the resulting
syntactic object, at the end of the computation, be
well-formed from the interfaces' perspective
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Things to note
•

While the interpretability/Agree system was explicitly
developed to model phi‑agreement —
•

•

Chomsky then applies it – for the familiar minimalist
reasons – to all featural relations in syntax

This is going to be important for us because:
•

if it turns out (as I have suggested) that this treatment
of phi‑agreement doesn't actually work —
➻

it should at least give us pause, and lead to
questioning the interpretability/Agree system for any
empirical domain
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Case in minimalism

A reminder: the relation between case &
agreement in GB
•

•

Remember that in GB, the relation between case &
agreement was one of "partial overlap":
•

case was assigned under government (=local
m‑command)

•

agreement occurred under spec‑head

➻

and these two just happened to overlap in [Spec,I(nfl)P]

The advent of the Minimalist Program brought a marked
change to this picture...
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uninterpretability & case
•

Can case be modeled as a probe‑goal relation?

➻

Yes and no.
•

case can certainly be modeled as something that happens
immediately upon the merger of particular heads
•

e.g. the moment I(nfl)0 is merged, it assigns NOM to
the subject
(remember: VPISH)

•

but case is not – or, at least, is not usually thought to be –
a response to the needs of a just-merged head
•

though we could certainly entertain a theory in which heads
that can assign case, must do so (see, e.g., Stowell 1981,
Boskovic 1997)
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•

Holding constant, for now, that the (un)interpretabilitybased treatment of phi‑agreement works —
•

Chomsky wants to extend a similar treatment to case.

•

If phi‑agreement is a response to the "needs" of the
agreeing head;

•

And these "needs" are represented in the grammar by
uninterpretable (phi‑)features;
Then the "need" of a noun phrase to have case
(originally, Vergnaud's idea...) would be represented by
an uninterpretable case feature on D(P).
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•

But there are some significant differences between the logic of case
and of phi‑agreement
• DIRECTIONALITY:
•

once we had VPISH in place, agreement could be uniformly
modeled as follows:
•

nominals enter the derivation bearing valued/interpretable/
contentful phi‑features

•

at some later point, a head like I(nfl)0 might enter the
derivation, that "needs" valuation
•

•

and Agree can apply to address this need

but in the case story, we can be fairly sure that the element with
the "need" – the nominal – enters the derivation first
•

before the satisfier of that need

➻

Why?
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• INTERPRETATION:
•

when we discussed phi‑features, it was clear that they had
an interpretation
•

•

regardless of the details of implementation, they clearly
affect how the nominal is interpreted

but, setting aside instances of inherent case
(e.g. instrumental), structural case on nominals clearly has
no interpretation
•

NB:

cf. decades of failed attempts to give a semantic or
discursive characterization of "subject"

If the nominal is the one with the "need" when it comes to
case, maybe we're looking in the wrong place for an
interpretation... maybe it is case on the assigner that should
have an interpretation (cf. Pesetsky & Torrego 2001 et seq.)
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The "passport stamp" theory of case
•

How do we reconcile these differences between
phi‑agreement and case?
•

➻

And do they even need to be reconciled?

Chomsky (2000, 2001):
•

case assignment is a "reflex" or "side‑effect" of
phi‑agreement

•

in particular, when a DP β values the phi‑features on a
head H0, the case feature(s) on β are valued as a side
effect

•

and the particular case-feature value depends on the
identity of the head H0
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foc the man com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af you(sg.)
‘It was the man that heard you(sg.).’

InflP
Infl

⋅⋅⋅

⎡ person = 2
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢number = pl.
⎢
⎢
⎢ gender = fem.
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

va
lua
tio
n

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
DP
⎡ person = 2
⎢
⎢number = pl.
⎢
⎢
⎢ gender = fem.
⎢
⎢
⎢ case = by Infl
⎢
⎣

⋅⋅⋅
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
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We can conceive of case as a "passport stamp" that
the DP gets for having valued the phi‑features on a
particular head — e.g.:
•

NOM = "I have valued the phi‑features on I(nfl)0"

•

ACC = "I have valued the phi‑features on v0"

•

DAT = "I have valued the phi‑features on Appl0"
‑ etc. ‑
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Correlation and causation in
case & agreement
•

A subtle but extremely important change has now occurred in
how the theory relates case & agreement:
•

before this, NOM case and finite agreement were related by
what was essentially a coincidence
•

•

•

i.e., [Spec,I(nfl)P] satisfying the conditions both
for government by I(nfl)0 and for spec‑head agreement
with I(nfl)0

after this, NOM case is seen as a result of phi‑agreement

And Chomsky takes this to be completely general:
•

every place we see case (ACC, DAT, ...), it must be that the DP
has agreed in phi‑features with some head H0

•

and the case we see on the DP is a side-effect of that agreement
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•

—

So now, for example, if we see a noun phrase receiving
case in a configuration where there is no visible
agreement —
•

ACC in a language without object-agreement;

•

DAT in the complement position of a non‑agreeing P0;

•

or indeed, any case at all in a language with no overt
phi‑feature agreement

this new view commits us to the proposition that in all
these cases, there is phonologically-covert agreement in
phi‑features between the putative case assigner and the
case-marked DP.
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•

What I would like to stress, here, is that the virtues of this
change in perspective – to case as a reflex of
agreement – are at least partially an empirical matter
we can at least hope to find empirical evidence that
informs our choice of which model of c/a interaction is
better
•

the GB "coincidence" model, or the MP "passport
stamp" model

SPOILER:
The answer is neither; the right model, empirically, is
Bobaljik's 2008 case-as-a-precondition-for-agreement
model (see also Bittner & Hale 1996:3).
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Case and Agreement
in Generative Grammar
Part 2: Configurational Case
Omer Preminger
University of Maryland – Department of Linguistics,
Maryland Language Science Center

Case as a "driver" of
the derivation

"When you have a hammer..."
•

Given the success of Vergnaud's suggestion, case – as well
as the underlying structural relation, government – were now
accepted grammatical primitives
•

•

➻

ripe to be exploited in the explanation of other phenomena

Some examples:
•

the LGB definition of binding domain

•

the PRO Theorem

But the most important of these, I think, was in the
dismantling of "constructions"...
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The deconstruction of constructions
•

Example:

1. John seemed to be a liar.
2. Mary believed John to be a liar.
3. John was believed to be a liar.
➻

PASSIVE(ECM) = RAISING

•

on the view that constructions are themselves primitives
of grammar, this makes no sense...
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•

But the new, case-centric view of grammar offers a superior
perspective:
•

the various "constructions" are decomposed into (mostly
case‑theoretic) ingredients —
•

RAISING = movement to the upstairs [Spec,I(nfl)0],
to receive nominative case there (because, as you'll recall,
infinitives can't assign case to their own subjects)

•

ECM = accusative case assigned (by particular embedding
predicates) downward to the subject of the
embedded infinitive

•

PASSIVE = inhibiting ACC (as well as the external theta role)

PASSIVE(ECM) = RAISING is now derived.
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➻

Alas, this success of Vergnaud-case is ultimately also
its undoing...
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Case in Icelandic

Infl

InflP
already been demonstrated in section 8.1—is that these
never control agreement in Icelandic. Moreover, whe
⋅ ⋅ a nominative nonsubject (if presen
subject of this ⋅sort,

The basics

⎡ person = 2
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Jóni
líkuðu [þessir⋅ ⋅sokkar].
⋅
⋅ ⋅(171)
⋅
⎢
⎥
⎢number = pl. ⎥
Jon.dat liked.pl [these socks].nom
⎢•
⎥
⎢ Icelandic is a⎥ nominative-accusative language with rich
⎢ gender = fem. ⎥
‘Jon liked DP
these socks.’
⋅⋅⋅
⎢ case morphology
⎥
⎣
⎦
(Jónsson
=2
⎡ person1996:149)
⎤
⎥
⎢
• unlike some other Western
European languages,
⎥
⎢number
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ th
⋅ arguments
pl. Jónsson
⎢
⎥ 1996⋅ ⋅for
See Harley
1995 =and
⎢
it exhibits case distinctions
even in lexical⎥⎥(i.e.,
⎢
= fem.
phrase ⎢ingender
an example
like (171)
⎥ is indeed a direct obje
non‑pronominal) noun phrases
⎢
⎥
This⎢doescase
not =falsify
the
original
formulation of
by Infl ⎥⎥
va
⎢
⎦ exhibits agreement wit
⎣ The example in (171)
lua
outright.
tio
• So, as you might
subjects
Icelandic
are has sentences in
n expect,
is clearly
the casein
that
Icelandic also
typically marked withthenominative
case:
subject.
seldu bókina.
Ég
hafði séð hana. (172) Þeir
I.nom had seen her.acc
they.pl.nom sold.pl book.the.sg.acc
‘I had seen her.’
‘They sold the book.’
(Thráinsson 2007:134)
(ZMT 1985)
(Thráinsson 2007)
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Data like (171) therefore technically comply with

•

However, under specific circumstances, one finds finite subjects
in Icelandic that are non‑nominative

➻

How do we know that these are truly subjects – as opposed to, say,
topicalized constituents, or any other kind of inversion/left‑dislocation
structure?

•

Answer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

raising
Binding Conditions A/B
subject-aux(/fin) inversion
the Definiteness Effect
"conjunction reduction"
control
positional possibilities in non‑root clauses
non‑blocking of extraction
... (Sigurðsson 1997:302 lists sixteen such tests)
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•

(1)

Subject-Aux/Fin Inversion:
a. Stelpunum leiddist í skólanum.
girls.the.dat bored in school.the.dat
‘The girls got bored at school.’
b. Leiddist stelpunum í skólanum?
bored girls.the.dat in school.the.dat
‘Did the girls get bored at school?’

(2)

data fromvið
Thráinsson
2007)
það byður *stelpunum/sumum(all stelpum
setningafræði.
expl loathes girls.the.dat/some.dat girls.dat against syntax.dat
‘Syntax makes some girls sick.’

(3)

Manninumi var hjálpað heim til *hansi /síni .
man.the.dat was helped home to *him/himself
‘The man was helped to his (own) home.’
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b. Leiddist stelpunum í skólanum?
bored girls.the.dat in school.the.dat
‘Did the girls get bored at school?’
• the Definiteness Effect:

(2)

það byður *stelpunum/sumum stelpum við
setningafræði.
expl loathes girls.the.dat/some.dat girls.dat against syntax.dat
‘Syntax makes some girls sick.’

(3)

Manninumi var hjálpað heim til *hansi /síni .
man.the.dat was helped home to *him/himself
‘The man was helped to his (own) home.’

(4)

Hanai grunar [að þú elskir sigi ].
her.dat suspects that you love refl
‘She suspects that you love her.’

(5)

fóru heim.
a. Stelpunum leiddist í skólanum
og ( þær )
girls.the.dat bored in school.the.dat and ( they.nom ) went home
80
‘The girls were bored in school and (they) went home.’

(3)
•

Manninumi var hjálpað heim til *hansi /síni .
man.the.dat was helped home to *him/himself
‘The man was helped to his (own) home.’
Reflexivization:

(4)

Hanai grunar [að þú elskir sigi ].
her.dat suspects that you love refl
‘She suspects that you love her.’

(5)

fóru heim
a. Stelpunum leiddist í skólanum
og ( þær )
girls.the.dat bored in school.the.dat and ( they.nom ) went hom
‘The girls were bored in school and (they) went home.’

b. Stelpurnar
fóru í skólann
en ( þeim )
leiddist þar
girls.the.nom went to school.the.acc but ( them.dat ) bored the
‘The girls went to school but (they) got bored there.’
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(2)
•

það byður *stelpunum/sumum stelpum við
setningafræði.
expl loathes girls.the.dat/some.dat girls.dat against syntax.dat
‘Syntax makes some girls sick.’
Binding Condition B:

(3)

Manninumi var hjálpað heim til *hansi /síni .
man.the.dat was helped home to *him/himself
‘The man was helped to his (own) home.’

(4)

Hanai grunar [að þú elskir sigi ].
her.dat suspects that you love refl
‘She suspects that you love her.’

(5)

fóru heim.
a. Stelpunum leiddist í skólanum
og ( þær )
girls.the.dat bored in school.the.dat and ( they.nom ) went home
‘The girls were bored in school and (they) went home.’
b. Stelpurnar
fóru í skólann
en ( þeim )
leiddist þar.
girls.the.nom went to school.the.acc but ( them.dat ) bored there
‘The girls went to school but (they) got bored there.’
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(4)
•

(5)

Hanai grunar [að þú elskir sigi ].
her.dat suspects that you love refl
‘She suspects that you love her.’

"Conjunction Reduction":

fóru heim.
a. Stelpunum leiddist í skólanum
og ( þær )
girls.the.dat bored in school.the.dat and ( they.nom ) went home
‘The girls were bored in school and (they) went home.’
b. Stelpurnar
fóru í skólann
en ( þeim )
leiddist þar.
girls.the.nom went to school.the.acc but ( them.dat ) bored there
‘The girls went to school but (they) got bored there.’

And, as noted earlier, there are many more...
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There are non‑nominative subjects in Icelandic
finite clauses.
•

The ones we just saw are DAT, but there are also ACC
and GEN ones, too

•

The distribution of these non‑NOM subjects is determined
by the predicate that takes them as an argument
•

•

e.g. it is the appearance of leiddist ('bored') that
determines that its subject will bear DAT case

This phenomenon is known as quirky case.
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8.1 The Inability of Datives to Value Features on a ϕ -Probe

It is very common for dative nominals to be unable to transfer their own
• There is only one other way in which these non‑NOM subjects
ϕ -features
to an agreement probe (e.g., a finite verb). Icelandic provides
don't behave
like regular
a particularly
clear illustration
of subjects...
this (e.g., Bobaljik 2008, Holmberg and
➻ they
Hróarsdóttir
2003,
Sigurðsson
1993,agreement:
1996).3 Consider the following example:
don't
control finite
(151) Morgum studentum
liki/*lika
verkið.
many student.pl.dat like.3sg/*3pl job.the.nom
‘Many students like the job.’
(Harley 1995)
It can be shown that examples like (151) are not a matter of a mere “preference”
for agreement with a nominative, when possible; the same effect occurs in the
complete absence of a nominative noun phrase.
(152) Strákunum
leiddist/*leiddust.
boy.the.pl.dat were.bored.3sg/*3pl
‘The boys were bored.’
(Sigurðsson 1996)
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(7)

a. Strákunum
leiddist/*leiddust
boys.the.pl.dat be.bored.3sg/*3pl
‘The boys were bored.’
b. Strákarnir
leiddust/*leiddist
boys.the.pl.nom walked.hand.in.hand.3pl/*3sg
‘The boys walked hand in hand.’
(from Sigurðsson 1996)
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Wanted:
An observationally‑adequate
theory of case!

(6)

a. Fólk telur [ hana vera snilling ].
people believe her.acc be.inf genius.acc
‘People believe her to be a genius.’

Where we are

•

b. Ég tel
[ honum(/*hann)
vera vorkunn
I believe
him.dat(/*him.acc)
be.inf pity.nom
If Icelandic has non‑NOM
finite subjects,
then
the "passport stamp"
casehe
(from
minimalist
‘I theory
believeofthat
can Chomsky's
be forgiven.’
(lit.: ‘I believe h
papers) is in a bit of trouble
•

take, for example, a sentence like this one (repeated
from earlier):

(7)

•

a. Strákunum
leiddist/*leiddust
boys.the.pl.dat be.bored.3sg/*3pl
‘The boys were bored.’

b. Strákarnir
the DAT is a subject
(passes all the leiddust/*leiddist
aforementioned diagnostics)

•

boys.the.pl.nom walked.hand.in.hand.3pl/*3sg
but that means it is immediately c‑commanded (or in the earlier
0 walked hand in hand.’
boys
theory, governed)‘The
by I(nfl)

•

so the stamp on the passport should be "NOM"
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•

There is a measure of comfort for the "passport stamp"
theory in the fact that these subjects, that are non‑NOM,
also don't control agreement
•

➻

remember, are actual understanding of "NOM" was
something like "I have valued the phi‑features on I(nfl)0"

But that doesn't begin to explain what, e.g., DAT case is
doing there
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8.1 The Inability of Datives to Value Features on a ϕ -Probe

And, in fact, things are worse than that:
Datives,
Defective
Intervention,
and Case
Discrimination
145
It
is very
common
for
dative
nominals
to
be
unable
to
transfer
their
own
• if you've been paying close attention to the examples, you will
ϕ -featureshave
to an
agreement
probe (e.g., a finite verb). Icelandic provides
seen...
NOM objects!
a particularly clear illustration of this (e.g., Bobaljik 2008, Holmberg and
(see Harley
1995evidence
for evidence
that
are,1976,
indeed,
subjects in Icelandic.
Extensive
is given
in these
Andrews
Sigurðsson
3
Consider
the
following
example:
Hróarsdóttir 2003,
Sigurðsson
1993,
1996).
direct
objects)
1989, Thráinsson 1979, and Zaenen, Maling, and Thráinsson 1985; for a
review,Morgum
see Thráinsson
2007. What
is crucialverkið.
for present purposes—and has
(151)
studentum
liki/*lika
alreadymany
been demonstrated
in section
8.1—is that
these nonnominative subjects
student.pl.dat
like.3sg/*3pl
job.the.nom
never control
agreement
in the
Icelandic.
‘Many students
like
job.’ Moreover, when the clause has a quirky
subject(Harley
of this sort,
a nominative nonsubject (if present) will control agreement.
1995)
•

(171)
Jóni
[þessirlike
sokkar].
It
can be
shownlíkuðu
that examples
(151) are not a matter of a mere “preference”
Jon.datwith
liked.pl
[these socks].nom
for agreement
a nominative,
when possible; the same effect occurs in the
‘Jon
liked these
socks.’
complete
absence
of a nominative
noun phrase.
(Jónsson 1996:149)
(152) Strákunum
leiddist/*leiddust.
See •Harley
and were.bored.3sg/*3pl
Jónsson
for arguments
that the
nominative
noun
And, 1995
mirroring
the fact1996
that non‑NOM
subjects
don't
control finite
boy.the.pl.dat
NOMisobjects
control
finite agreement
phrase agreement,
in an examplethese
like (171)
indeed ado
direct
object.
‘The boys were bored.’
This does
not falsify
the original
formulationaofbit,
thehere)
Moravcsik hierarchy
(at least
sometimes;
I'm simplifying
(Sigurðsson
1996)
outright. The example in (171) exhibits agreement with the direct object; and it
is clearly the case that Icelandic also has sentences in which agreement targets
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While the NOM↔agreement correlation seems (largely)
intact —
•

our explanation for the distribution of various cases
(based on which functional head immediately
c‑commands the nominal) seems broken
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More about case in Icelandic
•

A few more key facts about Icelandic case:
•

one usually finds NOM on the object only if
the subject is not NOM

•

one usually finds ACC on the object only if
the subject is NOM

One finds the following main case patterns for transitive verbs:
Subj

Obj

NOM

ACC

DAT

NOM

GEN

NOM
92

Back to ergativity
•

Remember?
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(4).

(Chukchi; Polinsky & Preminger 2014)
(4)

a. keyŋ-e
bear-ERG

%tlʔ%g-%n

t%m-nen

man-ABS

kill-AOR.3SG:3SG

‘The bear killed the man.’
b. %tlʔ%g-%n
man-ABS

ret-gʔe
arrive-AOR.3SG

‘The man arrived.’

In a “neutral” case system, the overt marking does not distinguish betwee

surface form of a noun does not change depending on whether it is, for exam

object (this is the case for English outside of the pronominal system). Ov

absent in Mandarin, Thai, Vietnamese, and all or most creole languag
94

approaches to grammar, the presence or absence of surface case marking is

(8)

(Tsez; Polinsky 2015)
a. Isi
y-ay-s.
snow.abs.ii ii-come-past.witn
‘It snowed.’ (lit.: ‘Snow came.’)
b. Uži-z-ä
t’ek
y-is-si
boy-oblstem-erg book.abs.ii ii-take-past.witn
‘The boys bought a book.’
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•

Burzio's (1986) Generalization
•

traditionally formulated as —
Ext. theta role

ACC case

or —
Ext. theta role
•

ACC case

Marantz (1991): it is better formulated as —
DP2 is not part of the same chain as subject DP
ACC on DP2
•

works better than the original formulation for, e.g.,
examples like:
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•

Marantz (1991), furthermore: there is an ergative counterpart to
Burzio's Generalization
DP2 is not part of the same chain as object DP
ERG on DP2
➻

... which amounts to:
•

"no ERG on derived subjects"

(Tsez; Polinsky 2015)
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Dependent case
•

Looking at these two generalizations —
1. DP2 is not part of the same chain as subject DP
ACC on DP2
2. DP2 is not part of the same chain as object DP
ERG on DP2

—

Marantz proposes to unify them under a single rubric:
•

dependent case is case assigned to the {higher, lower}PARAM
of two distinct DP‑chains
•

setting the parameter to 'lower' yields the correct distribution
for ACC

•

setting the parameter to 'higher' yields the correct distribution
for ERG
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But there's more...!
•

•

Recall the main patterns of case found in Icelandic transitives:
Subj

Obj

NOM

ACC

DAT

NOM

GEN

NOM

Viewed through the prism of dependent case, we can
describe this pattern in the following terms:
dependent case on the object is bled by quirky case
on the subject
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•

It turns out that this property —
"special" case on the other DP bleeds the assignment of
dependent case

—

is quite general:

(Labrador Inuit)

[this is an instance of antipassive; for a recent review,
see Polinsky in press]
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Configurational
case assignment

An alternative model of
case assignment
•

Yip, Maling & Jackendoff (1987), Marantz (1991), Bittner
& Hale (1996):
➻

case is assigned configurationally
•

•

based not only on the position of a noun phrase
relative to functional heads, but also relative to other
noun phrases

We will review Marantz's system here (for reasons that
I will explain later)
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•

Marantz proposes (following Yip, Maling & Jackendoff 1987)
that case is assigned in 3 steps:
1. lexical/oblique case
2. dependent case
3. unmarked case

•

lexical/oblique case = any case that is determined by the
particular lexical item that introduces the DP as its argument

•

dependent case = (we already discussed this)

•

unmarked case = NOM or ABS
NB:

unmarked case should not be confused with
"default case" (e.g. accusative/objective in English fragment
answers, genitive in Latin citation forms, etc.)
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•

Marantz proposes (following Yip, Maling & Jackendoff 1987)
that case is assigned in 3 steps:
1. lexical/oblique case
2. dependent case
3. unmarked case

•

first, lexical/oblique case is assigned to all noun phrases
introduced by a head that demands a particular case
•

e.g. quirky-case verbs in Icelandic

•

second, dependent case is assigned to one of every two
as‑of‑yet caseless noun phrases in a c‑command relation

•

finally, unmarked case is assigned to any remaining
noun phrases
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•

Let's see how this system derives some of the major case
patterns in dyadic predicates
Subj

Obj

Subj

Obj

NOM

ACC

ERG

ABS

DAT

NOM

ABS

DAT

GEN

NOM

DAT

ABS

NOM

DAT
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•

As a side‑note, dependent case also needs to be subject to a
locality condition, so that:
•

the underlined noun phrases in (1), (2), and (3) receive
dependent case
1. She saw him/*he.
2. She believes him/*he to be a liar.
3. She believes him to like us/*we.

•

but the one in (4) does not:
4. She thinks that he/*him will be late.

•

For Marantz, the relevant condition was:
•

•

the two noun phrases have to be governed by members of the
same [I‑V] complex

A more up to date formulation might be:
•

there must be copies of the two noun phrases in one and the
same phase (see Baker & Vinokurova 2010, Baker 2015, a.o.)
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Case ≠ Licensing

Some observations regarding the
picture of case that has emerged
•

First, notice that if unmarked case is assigned to every
noun phrase that has not received case otherwise —
➻

then the Vergnaud/GB-style Case Filter is vacuous.
(any noun phrase can always receive case)

•

Second (and relatedly), if the true mechanisms of case
assignment are the configurational mechanisms just
sketched —
(rather than the government or "passport stamp"
mechanisms reviewed earlier)
—

where does that leave the whole Case-as-a-Driver-of-theDerivation (henceforth, CaaDotD) idea?
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‘She suspects that you love her.’
(5)

fóru heim.
girls.the.dat bored in school.the.dat and ( they.nom ) went home
Syntactically speaking, quirky case behaves like
‘The girls
were
inherent
case
— bored in school and (they) went home.’

Stelpunum
• a.Let's
start by
•

leiddist
í skólanum
( þær )
looking
again
at quirky caseogin Icelandic

b.• Stelpurnar
í skólann
en ( þeim
)
leiddist
in that it does fóru
not appear
to be overwritten
by structural
caseþar.
girls.the.nom went to school.the.acc but ( them.dat ) bored there
• that it is not "overwritten" by NOM was, in some sense, our
‘The
went to
(they)
got bored
there.’
verygirls
definition
of school
quirky but
case
(at least
on subjects);
•

(6)

but this is also true for, e.g., the ACC case assigned to
infinitival subjects under ECM:

a. Fólk telur [ hana vera snilling ].
people believe her.acc be.inf genius.acc
‘People believe her to be a genius.’
b. Ég tel
[ honum(/*hann)
vera vorkunn ].
I believe him.dat(/*him.acc) be.inf pity.nom
‘I believe that he can be forgiven.’ (lit.: ‘I believe him to be a pity.’)
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•

So far, this is not devastating for CaaDotD;

•

ECM was understood as a mechanism for case licensing
an otherwise-caseless infinitival subject
•

➻

so all we'd need to say here is that, if the embedded
subject already has case of its own, this bleeds the
assignment of ACC by the ECM predicate

But things get worse for CaaDotD...
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b. Uži-z-ä
t’ek
y-is-si
boy-oblstem-erg book.abs.ii ii-take-past.witn
ii-take-past.witn
‘The boys bought a book.’

Back to PASSIVE(ECM) = RAISING
(Icelandic; all data from Thráinsson 2007)

(9)
(9)

a. þeir
hafa étið fiskinn .
they.nom have eaten fish.the.acc
‘They have eaten the fish.’
b. þeir
hafa hent
fiskinum .
they.nom have discarded fish.the.dat
‘They have discarded the fish.’

(10) a. Fiskurinn hefur verið étinn t.
(10)
fish.the.nom have been eaten
‘The fish have been eaten.’
t.
b. Fiskinum hefur verið hent
fish.the.dat have been discarded
‘The fish have been discarded.’
(11)
(11)

a. Við
Við
a.

teljum [[ fiskinn
teljum
fiskinn

hafa
hafa

verið
verið étinn
étinn tt ].].
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‘They have
have discarded
eaten the fish.’
‘They
the fish.’

(10)

.
b. þeir
hent verið étinn
fiskinum
a.
Fiskurinnhafa
hefur
t
.


fish.the.dat
they.nom
have
discarded
fish.the.nom have been eaten
‘Theyfish
have
discarded
the fish.’
‘The
have
been eaten.’

(10) b.
a. Fiskinum
Fiskurinn hefur
hefurverið
veriðhent
étinn t . t .
have been
beendiscarded
eaten
fish.the.nomhave
fish.the.dat
‘The fish
fish have
have been
been discarded.’
eaten.’
‘The

(11)

IfFiskinum
the DAT
(b) already
caset features
valued
b.• Við
hefur
veriðinhent
 argument
hafa t . has
veriðitsétinn
a.
teljum
[ fiskinn
 ].

(see
also
itshave
behavior
ECM, below)
—
been under
discarded
fish.the.dat
have.inf
been eaten
we.nom
believe
fish.the.acc
‘The
fish does
have
discarded.’
➻ Why
‘We
believe
thebeen
to
have
been eaten.’
itfish
move
to subject
position?

(11)

hafa
veriðhent
étinn t ]. t ].
a. Við
teljum [[ fiskinum
fiskinn  hafa
b.
teljum
verið
have.infbeen
been discarded
eaten
we.nom believe
believe fish.the.dat
fish.the.acc have.inf
we.nom
‘We believe
believe the
the fish
fish to
to have
have been
been discarded.’
eaten.’

(12)

b. Við
teljumer [talinn
fiskinum
hafa
veriðétinn
hent t ]. t ].
  ) hafa
[ (t
verið
a.
Fiskurinn


we.nom
believe
have.infbeen
been eaten
discarded
fish.the.dat have.inf
is believed
fish.the.nom
‘We believe
the fish to
to have
have been
been eaten.’
discarded.’
‘The
fish is believed

(12)

talinn [ [(t(t ) )hafa
hafa
a. Fiskinum
Fiskurinn erertalið
b.

veriðhent
étinn t ].t ].
verið
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(11)
(11)

(12)
(12)

b. Fiskinum
Fiskinum hefur
verið hent
tt ..
b.
 hefur verið hent

have
been
discarded
fish.the.dat
fish.the.dat have been discarded
• ‘The
fish
have
Andfish
just
to been
drivediscarded.’
the point home:
‘The
have
been
discarded.’
hafa
verið
a. Við
Við
teljum [[ fiskinn
hafa
veriðétinn
étinntt].].
a.
teljum
fiskinn
we.nom believe
believe fish.the.acc
have.inf been
been eaten
eaten
we.nom
fish.the.acc have.inf
‘We believe
believe the
‘We
the fish
fish to
to have
have been
been eaten.’
eaten.’
b. Við
teljum [ fiskinum
hafa
verið hent
t ].
b. Við
teljum [ fiskinum hafa
verið hent
t ].
we.nom believe fish.the.dat have.inf been discarded
we.nom believe fish.the.dat have.inf been discarded
‘We believe the fish to have been discarded.’
‘We believe the fish to have been discarded.’
verið étinn t ].
a. Fiskurinn er talinn [ (t ) hafa
verið étinn t ].
a. Fiskurinn er talinn [ (t ) hafa
have.inf been eaten 
fish.the.nom is believed
have.inf been eaten
fish.the.nom is believed
‘The fish is believed to have been eaten.’
‘The fish is believed to have been eaten.’
b. Fiskinum er talið
[ (t ) hafa
verið hent
t ].
b. Fiskinum er talið
[ (t ) hafa
verið hent
t ].
have.inf been discarded 
fish.the.dat is believed
have.inf been discarded
fish.the.dat is believed
‘The fish is believed to have been discarded.’
‘The fish is believed to have been discarded.’
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Interim conclusion
•

Everything we used case to account for in English is
operative in Icelandic as well
➻

but it is completely divorced from the actual case
that a noun phrase bears.

•

We might need a theory of nominal licensing;

•

And perhaps even a theory for types of movement that
target nominals but not other categories;

➻

But it is no longer clear that those theories should have
anything to do with case...!
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Case and Agreement
in Generative Grammar
Part 3: Phi‑Features & Valuation
Omer Preminger
University of Maryland – Department of Linguistics,
Maryland Language Science Center

Phi‑features: Background

A quick reminder
•

The term "phi‑features" is shorthand for the class
of PERSON, NUMBER, and GENDER/NOUN‑CLASS features

•

These are the features involved in what was traditionally
referred to as "agreement"
•

I say 'traditionally' because, as you might recall
from Part 1:
•

the machinery developed around phi‑features and
agreement (in the traditional sense) —
most notably, the operation Agree

—

was generalized to all featural relations in syntax
117

The traditional view on phi‑features
•

It is very common, in linguistic theory, to come across
diagrams like this:

Infl

⎡
⎤
⎢ person = 2
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢number = pl. ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ gender = fem. ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦
•

in fact, I used this very representation when introducing
agreement in Part 1
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•

•

The representation in question is based on the idea that
each phi‑feature is a multivalent attribute, chosen from a
(language-specific?) predefined list of values – e.g.:
• PERSON

∈ {1, 2, 3}

• NUMBER

∈ {sg., pl.}

• GENDER

∈ {masc., fem.}

Infl
⎡
⎤
⎢ person = 2
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢number = pl. ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ gender = fem. ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

With a few noteworthy exceptions, this representation of
phi‑features went unquestioned up until the early 2000's
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The structure of phi‑features

The view from morphology
➻

In the early 2000's, work started to appear that cast
considerable doubt on this picture
•

•

though note some very important predecessors:
•

in the domain of PERSON: Forchheimer (1953) and
Benveniste (1971)

•

in the domain of NUMBER: Kimball & Aissen 1971

Harley & Ritter (2002):
•

the pronoun inventories of the world's languages —
which pronouns are available in a given language, and
what are their individual morphological shapes

—

strongly suggest that the traditional representation is wrong.
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•

It would take several hours to do justice to Harley &
Ritter's paper, and the proposal therein; instead:

➻

Instead, I will only present the end product of their
discussion
•

as well as a few illustrations of how the proposal works
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includes simply feature [F]. For further discussion, see Harley 1994.
Finally, in phonological feature geometries like those of Archangeli 1988 or Avery &
Rice 1989, organizing nodes with no dependents receive a default interpretation, usually
treated as underspecification: one of the daughter nodes is identified as representing the
default interpretation of a bare organizing node. We make use of this notion in our discussion of the acquisition of pronominal paradigms below. In the tree representing our proposed geometry in 6 below, the underlined daughter nodes, Speaker, Minimal, and
• Harley & represent
Inanimate/Neuter,
the default
interpretation are
of anorganized
unmarked organizing
node.
Ritter (2002):
phi‑features
in

A feature-geometric approach
to phi‑features

feature‑geometry
2. AaMORPHOSYNTACTIC
FEATURE GEOMETRY. The geometry that we propose is provided by Universal Grammar is represented in 6. In any given language a subset of
• drawing on work in phonology by Clements (1985), Sagey
the possible
features will be active—most languages will only use a portion of the
(1986), Archangeli (1988), and Avery & Rice (1989)
features available.
(6)

Referring Expression (! Pronoun)

PARTICIPANT

Speaker

Addressee

INDIVIDUATION

Group

Minimal
Augmented

CLASS

Animate Inanimate/
Neuter

Feminine

Masc ...

In this geometry, all nominal features are dependent upon a root node which we call
REFERRING EXPRESSION. We divide these features into three groups, identified by the
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(6)

Referring Expression (! Pronoun)

PARTICIPANT

Speaker

Addressee

INDIVIDUATION

Group

Minimal
Augmented

CLASS

Animate Inanimate/
Neuter

Feminine

Masc ...

cf.: all
McGinnis
2005)
n this (but
geometry,
nominal features
are dependent upon a root node which we call
ERRING EXPRESSION. We divide these features into three groups, identified by the
es in small caps in the geometry. The PARTICIPANT node and its dependents, Speaker
Addressee, will be used to represent person, specifically, 1st and 2nd person (3rd124

1st ex
1st in
2nd
3rd

SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

naika

ntaika
tnaika
mtaika
ctánka

ntcaika
lnaika
mcaika
táska

maika
ánka (f.)

TABLE 6. Chinook pronouns (Boas 1911b:626).

ries for Chinook will represent a combination of the perso
d the number geometries of Tonkawa, with the 1st person i
he most complex geometry, consisting of activated Speake
Group nodes.

We turn now to Yimas, a language with three persons and f
mu language of Papua New Guinea, discussed by Foley 19
125
the dual, a fourth number, the paucal, representing a sm

SINGULAR

1st ex
1st in
2nd
3rd

au
kı̈xko
amo:ro
moxko

PLURAL

a≈na
kı̈xka:ro
amı̈iyaro
moxka:ro

TABLE 4. Kalihna pronouns (Hoff 1968:277).

ant difference between the geometric possibilities in this
s the contrastive, fully specified availability of the Speake
lined in the representations in 13). Like many other theor
ms as the conjunction of a Speaker and an Addressee fea
ymple & Kaplan 2000:784). The 1st person inclusive form
omplex Participant node. 2nd person forms are represented
b
126

first person, not with second. For example, English lacks a distinction betw
language with no dual category, the dual is conflated with the plur
usive and exclusive first person (Table 2, row a). Again, if [Speaker] and [
e singular.
For example,
English
distinction
b
see]
are equivalent,
it should be
equallymakes
possiblenoto systematic
conflate inclusive
with sec
nd
(Table
1, b.row
a). however,
In this case,
H&R
that (Zwicky
dual and
on, plural
as in Table
2, row
In fact,
Table 2,
row bassume
is unattested
1
represented
withlike
the[Group]
featureand[Group],
as[Speaker]
in 4a (p.
Howe
erare
1992).
It appears that,
[Minimal],
and489).
[Addressee
] and [Minimal]
are equivalent, languages should equally allow all m
completely
equivalent.

McGinnis' (2005) correction

ets of one or two—to be represented as [Minimal], as in Table 1,
1ST PERSON
INCLUSIVE
2ND PERSON
of the systemsa. described in Corbett’s
(2000) survey
we
you of about 250 n
s conflates singular
and dual
into a single category.
Thus, it appea
b.
X
Y
] and
[Minimal]
arecontrasts
not completely
equivalent.
2. Participant
predicted if [Speaker]
and [Addressee] are equivalent.
TABLE

is important here to distinguish between syncretism and what I call CONFLAT
SINGULAR between
DUAL
PLURAL
cretism arises when a distinction
two syntactic
representations is neu
a.
it of syncretism they
morphologically. Some
cases
are systematic, while others pres
involve accidental b.homophony, forX instance as the Yresult of independent so
ABLE 1. Number
contrasts arises
predicted
if [Group]
and [Minimal]
are by
equivalent.
ges. TConflation,
by contrast,
when
a distinction
permitted
universal gr
is absent from the syntax of a particular language. Languages with a dual categ
show syncretism between dual and singular (e.g. see H&R, pp. 492–93 on Ho
it the Class node for convenience and continue to do so throughout.
languages without a dual category conflate the dual with the plural. Likew
127
uages with an inclusive category may show syncretism between inclusive
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Referring Expression (! Pronoun)

PARTICIPANT

Speaker

Addressee

INDIVIDUATION

Group

Minimal
Augmented

CLASS

Animate Inanimate/
Neuter

Feminine

Masc ...

n this geometry, all nominal features are dependent upon a root node which we call
ERRING EXPRESSION. We divide these features into three groups, identified by the
es in small caps in the geometry. The PARTICIPANT node and its dependents, Speaker
Addressee, will be used to represent person, specifically, 1st and 2nd person (3rd128

Beyond morphology
•

While the Harley & Ritter / McGinnis geometry was
proposed for morphological reasons —
•

capturing the different pronoun inventories of different
languages, and their shapes

—

it turns out that this geometry has utility far beyond that.

➻

For one thing, the geometry of the PARTICIPANT node and
its dependents straightforwardly accounts for person
values under coordination
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This suggest that the proposed geometry is rather "deep"
•

and underlies the very 'algebra' through which
phi‑features combine.
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•

But perhaps most strikingly, this geometry shows itself in
patterns of omnivorous agreement
(Nevins 2011)
An agreement marker β whose appearance is triggered
by a feature [F ], whether [F ] is found on the subject
or on the object (or both).
OMNIVOROUS AGREEMENT

•

Recall that, on the view put forth by Harley & Ritter, there
is no such thing as "3rd person" or "singular" as features
•

these classes represented the absence of an otherwise
present feature
([PARTICIPANT] and [GROUP], respectively)
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Referring Expression (! Pronoun)

PARTICIPANT

Speaker

Addressee

INDIVIDUATION

Group

Minimal
Augmented

CLASS

Animate Inanimate/
Neuter

Feminine

Masc ...

n this geometry, all nominal features are dependent upon a root node which we call
ERRING EXPRESSION. We divide these features into three groups, identified by the
es in small caps in the geometry. The PARTICIPANT node and its dependents, Speaker
Addressee, will be used to represent person, specifically, 1st and 2nd person (3rd132

Omnivorous agreement

The (syntactic) nonexistence of "[−wh]"
and its consequences
•

Here's an observation:
•

in languages with an active [wh] feature
(i.e., languages with wh‑movement) —
•

•

there is no syntactic process or operations that
applies only to non‑wh phrases

A reasonable explanation:
•

there is no such thing as a "[−wh]" feature; you either
have a "[(+)wh]" feature, or no wh‑feature at all
there is no possible featural search criteria that could
yield all and only non‑wh phrases.
134

Omnivorous agreement in phi‑features

(Nevins 2011)
An agreement marker β whose appearance is triggered by
a feature [F ], whether [F ] is found on the subject or on
the object (or both).
ce conditions
Preminger
OMNIVOROUS AGREEMENT

• (16a–b): 3pl ≫

3sg3

(Kaqchikel Mayan; author's fieldnotes)

rja’
(16) a. ja rje’ x-e/*φ -tz’et-ö
foc them com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af him
‘It was them who saw him.’
rje’
b. ja rja’ x-e/*φ -tz’et-ö
foc him com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af them
‘It was him who saw them.’
• “Person rules all”: 1st/2nd person ≫ 3rd person regardless of number
◦ i.e., 1st/2nd person args control agr. in both person and number
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• (15a–b):
1sg ≫
3sg, as
well
◦ this single
marker
may
reflect features of the subject or of the object,
depending on the circumstances (§3.1)
(15) a. ja yïn x-in/*φ -ax-an
ri achin
• the choice
agreement marker for a given
combination has
foc meofcom-1sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af
thesubject/object
man
been argued to follow a salience hierarchy/scale (see, e.g., Stiebels 2006)
‘It was me that heard the man.’
proves inadequate,yïn
failing to capture
➻b. but
ja this
ri characterization
achin x-in/*φ -ax-an
significant generalizations about the data (§3.2)
foc the man com-1sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af me
‘It was the man that heard me.’

3.1. The facts

ri achin
(11) a. ja rat
x-at/*φ -ax-an
foc you(sg.) com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af the man
‘It was you(sg.) that heard the man.’
b. ja ri achin x-at/*φ -ax-an
rat
foc the man com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af you(sg.)
‘It was the man that heard you(sg.).’
• hypothesis 1:
◦ The verb in the AF construction has separate morphemes for subject136
and object-agreement, just like a regular transitive

•

What we have seen here is omnivorous agreement in phi‑features
•

➻

in [PARTICIPANT](="1st/2nd person"), and in [GROUP](="plural")

Here's the crucial part:
•

there are (to the best of my knowledge) no instances of
omnivorous agreement for "3rd person" or for "singular"

•

now recall that, on the view put forth by Harley & Ritter, there
is no such thing as "3rd person" or "singular" as features
•

these classes represented the absence of an otherwise
present feature
([PARTICIPANT] and [GROUP], respectively)

just like with "[−wh]" —
there is no possible featural search criteria that could yield all
and only the 3rd person DPs, or all and only the plural DPs
[Preminger 2014]
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More on valuation

Valuation meets feature‑geometry
•

The results we have just seen suggest that the phi‑feature
geometry proposed by Harley & Ritter (2002) and
McGinnis (2005) is operated within syntax proper
•

•

and not, say, just in morphology

This means that we cannot maintain our previous
assumptions about how valuation works
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•

Reminder:
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•

For one thing, what gets copied cannot be a scalar value
like "2" or "pl." or "fem.";

➻

What gets copied has to be a feature‑geometric
representation
•

•

i.e., the sub‑part of the feature geometry borne by
the DP that was targeted for agreement

Based on this, we could conclude that what gets copied
is a rooted sub‑tree of
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62

Rela

(56) valuation as a feature-geometric notion
Infl
[

]

Infl

⋯
⋯

⋯
DP
[

[φ]

⇒
⋯

]

[

[φ]

⋯
]

⋯

⋯
DP
[

[φ]

⋯
]

In such a system, relativized probing amounts to specifying, on this container, wha

snippet copied into it must be. In the case of English Infl , for example, any piece of f
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that is rooted in [φ] would be appropriate for this container—meaning any nomin

•

But even that's not good enough:
•

remember, we've also seen probes that look specifically
for [PARTICIPANT] and [GROUP] —
(rather than for just any phi‑geometric representation)

—

•

in the omnivorous agreement examples

Such probes are only looking for particular nodes in the
phi‑feature geometry (and their dependents)
in principle, what gets copied upon valuation is any sub‑tree of
the feature‑geometry that is rooted in the feature sought by
the probe
•

in the usual case (e.g. English), this means a sub‑tree rooted
in Referring Expression (the root of the phi‑geometry)

•

in, e.g., Kaqchikel, this means sub‑trees rooted
in [PARTICIPANT] and [GROUP], respectively
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that is rooted in [φ] would be appropriate for this container—meaning any nomin

for valuation:

(57)

Feature-Geometric Valuation: English

feature-geometric valuation: English
Infl
[

Infl

⋯

]

⋯

⋯

<φ>

DP
[

[φ]

⇒
⋯

]

[

[φ]

⋯
]

⋯

⋯

<φ>

DP
[

[φ]

⋯
]

In the case of Kichean π  , on the other hand, only pieces of feature geome
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[participant] node could be copied onto the probe, meaning only 1st/2nd person

A derivational account
of absolutive agreement
in Kichean
Feature-Geometric
Valuation:
Kaqchikel

(58)

(59)

([PARTICIPANT]-agreement)

feature-geometric valuation: Kichean π 
π
[

π

⋯
]

⋯

⋯

<prtc>

DP
⎡
[φ]
⎢
⎢
⎢ [prtc]
⎢
⎢
⎣

[prtc]

⋯

⇒

⋯

[ [prtc] ]

⋯

<prtc>

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋯
DP
⎡
[φ]
⎢
⎢
⎢ [prtc]
⎢
⎢
⎣

⋯
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

feature-geometric valuation: Kichean #
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⎡
⎡
[φ] ⎤
[φ]
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ [prtc] ⎥
⎢ [prtc]
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
Feature-Geometric
Valuation: Kaqchikel
⎦
⎣
⎣
([GROUP]-agreement)
(59)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

feature-geometric valuation: Kichean #
#
[

#

⋯
]

⋯

⋯

<grp>

DP
[

[

[φ]
[grp]

⇒
⋯

]

⋯

[ [grp] ]

⋯

⋯

<grp>

DP
[

[φ]
[grp]

⋯
]

Note that this modification to the mechanism of valuation does not fundamental

question posed in chapter 2, regarding how the obligatoriness of φ-agreement is 146
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Features as objects

Features‑as‑properties vs.
features‑as‑objects
•

The move we have just discussed —
to a feature‑geometric conception of phi‑features and of
valuation

—

has a consequence that we have not yet mentioned:
•

in Chomsky 1995 et seq., features are conceived of
simply as properties
•

we could then say that "we" has the feature [SPEAKER] in
much the same way "6" has the feature [EVEN NUMBER]
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A FEATURE-GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS

➻

491

But this view is incompatible with phi‑features having a
geometric structure

uch forms naturally (see the discussion of
•

after all, what does it mean for an object ("we", or "6") to
have the following as a property?
plural
RE

V

PART

INDV

n

Speaker

Group

V

n

aʔna
•

If this is theRE
true structure of phi‑features, then:
•

features must be objects unto themselves (complete
with their own internal structure)
PART

•

Speaker

INDV

rather than properties of other objects
Addressee Group
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Feature-sharing
•

Interestingly, a very similar conclusion (of features-as-objects) is
reached, on independent grounds, by Frampton & Gutmann
(2000, 2006)
(see also: Brody 1997, Pesetsky & Torrego 2007)
•

from Frampton & Gutmann 2006:
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•

Frampton & Gutmann are primarily concerned with data of
the following sort:
(Ancient Greek; via Andrews 1971)
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•

More generally:

(English schemata of Icelandic sentences; F&G 2006)

CAVEAT!
➻

Are we completely sure (anymore) that case
involves valuation?
152

•

Regardless, it remains noteworthy that work like Frampton
& Gutmann's has reached the same conclusion – features
are objects, not properties – on independent grounds

•

And, in fact, the two approaches just surveyed
(feature‑geometric valuation and feature‑sharing) can be
married to one another
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(58)

(59)

feature-geometric valuation: Kichean π 
π
[

π

⋯
]

⋯

⋯

<prtc>

[prtc]

DP

⋯

⎡
[φ]
⎢
⎢
⎢ [prtc]
⎢
⎢
⎣

⇒

⋯

[ [prtc] ]

⋯

⋯

<prtc>

DP

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋯

⎡
[φ]
⎢
⎢
⎢ [prtc]
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

feature-geometric valuation: Kichean #
#
[

#

⋯
]

⋯

⋯

<pl>

DP

⇒
⋯

⋯

[ [pl] ]

⋯

<pl>

⋯
DP

⋯
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Case and Agreement
in Generative Grammar
Part 4: Agreement
Omer Preminger
University of Maryland – Department of Linguistics,
Maryland Language Science Center

The Person Case Constraint

Background
•

The Person Case Constraint (henceforth, PCC; also known as
the *me‑lui Constraint) is:
•

a restriction on the argument-combinations that can occur in
ditransitives
•

first considered from a generative perspective by
Perlmutter (1971)

SOME QUALIFIERS:
•

typically applies to combinations where both internal arguments
are weak pronouns

•

"ditransitives" should be understood broadly, here, to include
also other applicatives, as well as (some) causatives

•

typically(/exclusively?) applies in languages & configurations
that show some type of internal argument agreement
•

e.g. (direct/indirect) object agreement, clitic doubling
of (direct/indirect) object, etc.
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2. (In)eﬀability of partial agreement does not reduce to the Case Filter
• There are also different variants of the PCC
illustrated
in §1, PCC
eﬀects"me‑first";
in Basque see
yieldNevins
outright2007)
ungrammaticality (rather tha
("strong",
"weak",

erated partial agreement). On Baker’s account of ineﬀability, this means that absoluti
e in Basque is not freely available case (or unmarked case, in Marantz’s 1991 terms), an
Let usthrough
start byagreement—and
discussing asoparadigm
case:
nstead ➻
assigned
the disruption
of person agreement with
/2nd-person
yields
a Case
Filter violation, and hence ungrammaticality.
thePatient
"strong"
PCC
in Basque:
As noted by Laka (1993), however, PCC eﬀects in Basque disappear in non-finite contex
mpare (23b), below, with the non-finite version of the same
clause, inLaka
(24): 1996)
(Basque;

3)

4)

a.

niri
liburu-a
saldu d-i-φ-da-zu.
Zuk
√
you.erg me.dat book-artsg (abs) sold 3.abs- -sg.abs-1sg.dat-2sg.erg
‘You have sold the book to me.’

b. * Zuk
harakin-ari
ni
saldu n-(a)i-φ-o-zu.
√
you.erg butcher-artsg .dat me(abs) sold 1.abs- -sg.abs-3sg.dat-2sg.erg
‘You have sold me to the butcher.’

Gaizki •iruditzen φ-zai-φ-t
zuk
ni
harakin-ari
as a first approximation,
the [PCC
in Basque
can
be
√
wrong look-impf 3.abs- -sg.abs-1sg.dat you.erg me(abs) butcher-artsg .dat
described as follows:
saltzea ].
sold-nmz-art
(abs) : * 1st/2nd person direct object in the
PCCsgSTRONG
199
‘It seems wrong
to meof
foran
you
to sell me
to the butcher.’
[Laka
presence
indirect
object
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Refining our characterization of the PCC
•

The first change we can make to our definition of the PCC
concerns the term "1st/2nd person";

•

We now know this is not a disjunction, and is instead a
natural class, defined by a single feature:
PCCSTRONG: * [PARTICIPANT]-bearing direct object in the presence
of an indirect object

•

Next, it is rather well-known (as noted earlier) that PCC effects are
not found where there is no agreement (broadly construed) with
the internal arguments
•

so, for example, the English You have sold me to the butcher is
fine
•

as English lacks any kinds of object agreement
159

3)

4)

a. • Zuk
niri
liburu-a
saldu d-i-ϕ-da-zu.
√
But even more strikingly, within Basque,
if we move to a
you.erg me.dat book-artsg (abs) sold 3.abs- -sg.abs-1sg.dat-2sg.erg
syntactic configuration where internal argument
‘You have sold the book to me.’

agreement is suppressed —

b. * Zuk
harakin-ari
ni
saldu n-(a)i-ϕ-o-zu.
√
e.g. nominalizations/infinitives
you.erg butcher-artsg .dat me(abs) sold 1.abs- -sg.abs-3sg.dat-2sg.erg
sold of
methe
to the
butcher.’
— ‘You
the have
effects
PCC
disappear:
[ zuk
ni
harakin-ari
Gaizki iruditzen ϕ-zai-ϕ-t
√
wrong look-impf 3.abs- -sg.abs-1sg.dat you.erg me(abs) butcher-artsg .dat
saltzea ].
sold-nmz-artsg (abs)
‘It seems wrong to me for you to sell me to the butcher.’
NB:

The embedded clause in this example is exactly the
PCC-violating clause from before – but in a non‑finite,
nominalized form.
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We can further refine our characterization of the PCC
as follows:
PCCSTRONG: * [PARTICIPANT]-bearing direct object in an
agreeing position in the presence of an
indirect object
•

This, it turns out, is a more or less perfect characterization
of the "strong" PCC in Basque
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So what is the nature of
this constraint?
•

Here are a couple of fairly influential ideas about what
underlies the PCC:
•

the PCC is a morphological filter
•

•

the PCC is a consequence of usage-based restrictions
on what is and isn't grammaticalized (restrictions
based, in particular, on frequency-in-production)
•

➻

Bonet (1991, 1994), a.o.

Haspelmath (2004)

As we will see, Basque demonstrates rather decisively
that these explanations are off track
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Against a morphological or
grammaticalization-based account
•

Remember the verb 'strike' (in the psych‑verb sense), from our
discussion of Burzio's Generalization?
•

this verb is part of a class of two‑place unaccusatives
•

•

i.e., dyadic verb where both arguments are internal
arguments

other such verbs (besides 'strike'):

1. [The idea]1 appealed t1 to me.
2. [The solution]1 escapes me t1.
•

Basque also has verbs with this profile

•

Rezac (2008), building on Albizu (1997), discusses these verbs
•

which he calls applicative unaccusatives
163

•

In particular, he discusses the behavior of applicative
unaccusatives w.r.t. the PCC

•

As Rezac shows, applicative unaccusatives in Basque
come in two varieties —
•

in terms of the base-generated hierarchical order of the
internal arguments
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nclear exceptions among motion verbs.

22)

a. Kepa-rii
bere buru-aj
gustatzen zak-oi.
[Bas
Kepa-DAT his
head-the.ABS
liking
√D-3
b. *Kepai
bere buru-a-rij
gustatzen zak-oj.
Kepa.ABS
his
head-the-DAT
liking
√D-3
Kepa likes himself. (H)
bere buru-aj
jiten
zak-o i
ispilu-a-n.
c. *Kepa-rii
Kepa-DAT his
head-the.ABS
coming √D-3
mirror-the-in
Kepa is approaching himself in the mirror. (H)
bere buru-a-rij
mintzatu zai-oj.
d. Mireni
Miren.ABS her
head-the-DAT
talked
√D-3
Miren talked to herself. (Elordieta 2001: 82, n.b.: zaio = zako of H)

These diagnostics
to the base-generation
position
of the dative and
Some havespeak
a DAT≫ABS
configuration, and
some
ot to what
happens
to them later in the derivation. Some diagnostics like bata
have
ABS≫DAT
each other’ binding in Basque are too tightly dependent on word order to
o far revealed much about these verbs (see Artiagoitia 2000: 410–411). How
wh-constructions do provide suggestive evidence. Joppen and Wunderlich (
32–135) show that the order for fronted multiple wh-words is dative > abso
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or DAT-ABS verbs and absolutive > dative in ABS-DAT verbs. Elordieta

tervenes between v and S, although both verb classes have the same case and
7
reement➻ morphology.
Crucially, only
the DAT≫ABS verbs exhibit the PCC:

0)

a. Nii
Peru-rij
hurbildu
ni-a-tzai-oj.
I.ABS Peru-DAT
approached 1-TM-√D-3
I approached Peru.
b. Pelloi
Miren-ij
baldarr-a
iruditu
zai-oj.
Pello.ABS Miren-DAT clumsy-ABS
seemed √D-3
Pello looked clumsy to Miren.
gozoki-aki
gustatzen zai-zkii-oj.
c. Miren-ij
Miren-DAT sweets-the.ABS liking
√D-PL-3
Miren likes candies.
d. */??Nii
Miren-ij
baldarr-a
iruditu
ni-a-tzai-oj.
I.ABS
Miren-DAT clumsy-ABS seemed 1-TM-√D-3
Intended: I seemed clumsly to Miren.
e. */??Nii
Miren-ij
gustatzen ni-a-tzai-oj.
I.ABS
Miren-DAT liking
1-TM-√D-3
Miren likes me. (Albizu 1997: 21)
f. Nii
Kepa-rij
etortzen / ?*gustatzen ni-a-k-oj.
I.ABS
Kepa-DAT coming /
liking
1-TM-√D-3
I am coming to Kepa / *Kepa likes me. (H; n.b.: natzaio = nako)

[Basque]
[1:ABS-3:DAT]
[3:DAT-3:ABS]
[3:DAT-3:ABS]
[3:DAT-1:ABS]
[3:DAT-1:ABS]

[3:DAT-1:ABS]

The combinations of 1/2nd person + dative in (20) are good only in some dialects.
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hers lack more generally some or all of the agreement morphology that codes 1st/

erson
PCC): the absolutive
argument
of gusta must be 3rdgusta-tzen
(1) Case
a. Constraint
Miren-i (orgozoki-ak
Ø-zai-zki-o.
√1
erson, as in (1a)—and
cannot
be
1st/2nd-person,
as
shown
in
(1b).
Miren-DAT sweet-ART pl ( ABS ) like-IMPF 3.ABS- -pl.ABS-3sg.DAT

‘Miren likes
candy.’
gusta-tzen Ø-zai-zki-o.
a.
Miren-i
gozoki-ak
√
( ABS ) likeIMPF 3. ABS - -pl. ABS -3sg. DAT
sweet-ART plgusta-tzen
na-tzai-Ø-o.
b.*/??MirenNi DAT Miren-i
√
ABS
)
MirenDAT
IMPF
ABS
-sg.ABS-3sg.DAT
like1.
me(
‘Miren likes candy.’
‘Miren likes
me.’ gusta-tzen na-tzai-Ø-o.
(Albizu 1997:21; Rezac 2003:73)
Miren-i
b.*/?? Ni
√
me( ABS ) Miren-DAT like-IMPF 1.ABS- -sg.ABS-3sg.DAT
Crucially, the very same auxiliary form that is impossible in (1b) can be used felic‘Miren
likes me.’
1997:21;expresses
Rezac 2003:73)
tously with an
absolutive-over-dative
verb, where(Albizu
it successfully
the very
ame ϕ-feature combination that it fails to express in (1b):
rucially, the very same auxiliary form that is impossible in (1b) can be used felicously
where it successfully expresses the very
(2) with
Ni an absolutive-over-dative
Peru-ri hurbildu verb,
na-tzai-Ø-o.
√ in (1b):
me ϕ-feature
combination
it fails1.to
express
me( ABS
) Peru-DAT that
approach
ABS
- -sg.
ABS -3sg. DAT
(1)

‘I approached
Peru.’
(Rezac 2008:73)
(2) Ni
Peru-ri
hurbildu na-tzai-Ø-o.
√
me( ABS ) Peru-DAT approach 1.ABS- -sg.ABS-3sg.DAT
The fact that the very same auxiliary that is ruled out by the PCC in (1b) can be used
‘I approached
(Rezac
elicitously
in (2)
all Peru.’
but
eliminates
anysomebody
possibility ofsay
accounting
forcan
the 2008:73)
PCC
The
next
time
you hear
the PCC
be as a
morphological
Bonet
1994).
forauxiliary
in 1991,
terms
ofis morphology
in terms
of be used
he fact thataccounted
thefilter
very (cf.
same
that
ruled out by theor
PCC
in (1b) can

"grammaticalization":
licitously usage-based
in (2) all but eliminates
any possibility of accounting for the PCC as a
√
orphological
filter
(cf. Bonet
1991, 1994).
Phonologically null
members
of an agreement
paradigm are marked by ‘Ø’; the symbol ‘ ’ in glosses

• don't be ashamed to tell them they're
f Basque stands for the auxiliary root (*edun(/ukan) ‘have’ or izan ‘be’).

wrong.

honologically null members of an agreement paradigm are marked by ‘Ø’; the symbol ‘

√

’ in glosses
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An intervention-based
account of the PCC

If not morphology or grammaticalization –
then what?
•

We need an account of the PCC that ensures it will be
sensitive to the finer syntactic properties of the derivation
•

such as DAT≫ABS vs. ABS≫DAT

➻

Remember iterative top-to-bottom search?

•

There is a family of accounts of the PCC that appeal
precisely to such a mechanism
•

Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005; Bejar & Rezac 2003;
Nevins 2007 (for related approaches, see also: Adger
& Harbour 2007, Bejar & Rezac 2009)
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•

These approaches all (in one form or another) involve the
following idea:
•

•

This is a phenomenon known as dative intervention
•

➻

in PCC scenarios, the search procedure "finds"
the DAT (e.g. the indirect object) before it finds the
Theme (e.g. the direct object)

also called "defective intervention" – though as we
will see later on, that term 'defective' here is based on
a mistaken assumption

Crucially, dative intervention is observable completely
independent of the PCC
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and Hróarsdóttir 2003:1000)
154) (Holmberg
Það finnst
(/*finnast) [ mörgum stúdentum ]dat
student.pl.dat
expl
Crucially,
it isfind.sg
not that/*find.pl
agreement many
of the kind
shown in (155) is generally out
[sc tölvanwhen the dative isljótar].
f the question;
moved to subject position, agreement with
his low nominative
goes through. ugly
computer.the.sg.nom
(Icelandic; Holmberg & Hroarsdottir 2003)
‘Many students find the computer ugly.’
(Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003:1006)

Dative intervention

finnast t1 [sc tölvurnar
156) [Einhverjum stúdent]1
student.sg.dat find.pl
computer.the.pl.nom
some
While it cannot transfer its own (in (154), [plural]) features to the probe,
ljótar].
his dative nominal also prevents the probe from searching any further and
ugly
ϕ -feature
on the lower
ccessing
thestudent
‘Some
findsvalues
the computers
ugly.’ nominative.
(Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003:999)

✗

155) Það finnst (/*finnast) [einhverjum stúdent]dat
[sc tölvurnar
expl find.sg /*find.pl some
student.sg.dat
computer.the.pl.nom
ljótar].
ugly
‘Some student finds the computers ugly.’
(Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003:1000)
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because—as noted earlier—dative intervention is taken to be an instance
formally successful agreement with a P0dat bearing its own valued ϕ -featur
(namely, [ϕ ], the feature-geometric representation of 3rd person singula
This seems consistent with what we have seen so far, but crucially, there a
instances of dative intervention that do lead to ungrammaticality, such as t
(French; McGinnis 1998)
following case from French:
(164) a. Il semble (à Marie) [que Jean a du talent].
it seems to Marie that Jean has of talent
‘It seems (to Marie) that Jean has talent.’
b. Jean1 semble (?*à Marie) [t1 avoir
du talent].
Jean seems
to Marie
have.inf of talent
‘Jean seems (to Marie) to have talent.’
(McGinnis 1998:90–91)

While the verb semble ‘seem’ in French optionally allows a dati
experiencer in the general case (164a), the same dative experiencer caus
ungrammaticality if used in (164b). Similar patterns have been observed
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Spanish (Torrego 1996), Greek (Anagnostopoulou 2003), Italian (Rizzi 198

[ zuk
ni
Gaizki iruditzen ϕ-zai-ϕ-t
√
wrong look-impf 3.abs- -sg.abs-1sg.dat you.erg me(a
]. modeled pretty
• Dative intervention saltzea
can be
sold-nmz-artsg (abs)
straightforwardly given our assumptions
concerning
‘It seems wrong to me for you to sell me to the butcher.’
(14)

probe‑goal machinery
•

and in particular, iterative top-to-bottom search

Infl

⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
datXP

✗

⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
DP

⋅⋅⋅
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➻

The probe looking for the DP encounters the DAT XP first
•

and, crucially, the DAT XP meets the probe's
search criteria
•

e.g. "find me an XP with phi‑features"

causing the probe to halt.
•

This derives dative intervention – the impossibility of
agreeing past a dative intervener

NB:

This doesn't immediately explain, with no further assumptions,
what goes wrong in examples involving movement
(e.g. in French). We'll get back to that, time permitting.
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An example of an intervention-based
account of the PCC: Bejar & Rezac 2003
(see also Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005; Nevins 2007)
•

Assumptions:
1. probing for PERSON and for NUMBER occurs in separate
derivational steps
(Anagnostopoulou 2003, Béjar 2003, Laka 1993, Shlonsky
1989, Sigurðsson 1996, Sigurðsson & Holmberg 2008,
Taraldsen 1995)
•

and of the two, PERSON comes first
(all of the above, except Sigurðsson & Holmberg 2008)

•

this could be modeled by extrinsically ordering the features on a
single head (see, e.g., Müller 2004/2009);

•

but I will simply assume that PERSON and NUMBER occupy two
distinct (and consecutive) heads along the clausal spine
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2. Person Licensing Condition (PLC)
A [PARTICIPANT] feature on a DP must take part in a
valuation relation.
•

see Baker (2008:121ff.) for a possible explanation for
why something like the PLC would hold
•

but see Preminger 2011 (in NLLT) for some problems
with that approach
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along the spine of a single clause).
Consider now the base-generated structure (38) of a verb phrase w
internal arguments, in which the dative argument is higher than the Th
is the case in ditransitives and some applicative unaccusatives).4
(38) Two internal arguments: Base-generation
ApplP
Appl′

dat-arg

Appl0

VP
Theme

V0

The next step of the derivation is the merger of π 0 , which probes for [
features. In a monotransitive (or unaccusative), π 0 successfully probes
agrees with the Theme in [person] features. But in this case, because th
nominal (the dative argument) that is structurally closer to π 0 than177the

(39) Two internal arguments: Person probing
πP

π0

ApplP
Appl′

dat-arg

Appl0

VP

✗
Theme

•

V0

ed
k
oc
l
(b

by

er
s
clo

ta
d

)
g
ar

Given the PLC, this derives the fact that the Theme
argument cannot be a [PARTICIPANT]‑bearer
•

i.e., a 1st/2nd person DP
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(42) Two internal arguments: Person probing of dative ⇒ clitic doubling
πP

π 0 –cl[ϕ i ]

ApplP
<dat-arg[ϕ i ]>

′

Appl

Appl0

VP
Theme

c g
i
t
i
cl blin
u
do

V0

Thisis clitic
is what ismarker
typically
referred
to as
"indirect
This •clitic
the agreement
typically
referred
to as
“indirectobject
object
agreement"
agreement”
(recall that the type of clitic doubling discussed here, certainly in a
language
like Basque, is neither optional nor conditioned by particular semantic
• and, crucially: as a clitic, it reflects the full set of
properties of the doubled noun phrase, such as specificity or animacy).
phi‑features of the doubled argument —
There is an implicit property of B&R’s account that I would like to make
just itsinPERSON
explicit at •thisnot
juncture:
(39), thefeatures
dative argument is probed by π 0 , which,
as discussed earlier, only probes for [person] features; nevertheless, it is more
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•

One of the established properties of clitic doubling:
•

the full DP behaves like an A‑trace
(Anagnostopoulou 2003)
it ceases be an intervener for agreement

➻

Consequently, when probing for NUMBER features occurs,
the DAT XP no longer intervenes.
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Because of this ameliorating effect that clitic doubling has on intervention,
when #0 is merged, it is able to establish an agreement relation with the Theme
without intervention by the dative argument, as shown in (43).
(43) Two internal arguments: Number probing
#P
#0

πP
π 0 –cl[ϕ i ]

ApplP
<dat-arg[ϕ i ]>

Appl′
Appl0

VP
Theme

V0

Note the emergent asymmetry between [person], for which successful
agreement with the Theme is hindered, and [number], for which the parallel181

✗
•

DP

···

Compare this with what happens when there is no DAT
intervener (e.g. in monotransitives):
One internal argument: Person & number probing
#P
#0

πP
π0

VP
Theme

•

V0

Here, both the PERSON and the NUMBER probes will
successfully target the Theme
•

and reflect the features of that argument
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•

Other matters:
•

the NUMBER probe, which successfully probes
the Theme in the absence of a DAT XP —
•

also successfully probes the Theme in the presence
of a DAT XP
correctly capturing the fact that the PCC is all and
only about PERSON, with no involvement of NUMBER

•

something must account for the fact that, in the PCC
scenario, the PERSON probe (π0) does not reflect the
features of the DAT XP
•

even though the DAT XP is the first thing found by
the probe
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✗✗

15) það finnst(/*finnast)
ljótar
finnst(/*finnast) [[ mörgum
tölvan
ljótar].].
mörgum stúdentum
stúdentum]]dat
dat [[sc
sc tölvan
ne internal
Person &
numberstudents.pl.dat
probing
expl
find.sg/*find.pl
computer.the.sg.nom
many
expl argument:
find.sg/*find.pl
students.pl.dat
computer.the.sg.nomugly
ugly
many
‘Many
students
find
‘Many
students
find the
the computer
computer ugly.’
ugly.’
#P
•

But that, too, is par for the course for dative intervention —

✗✗
πP
#
16)
ljótar
[[scsctölvurnar
16) það
það finnst(/*finnast)
finnst(/*finnast) [einhverjum
ljótar].].
[einhverjum stúdent]
stúdent]dat
tölvurnar
dat
expl
some
student.sg.dat
expl find.sg/*find.pl
find.sg/*find.pl
ugly
some
student.sg.dat computers.the.pl.nom
computers.the.pl.nomugly
VP
π
‘Some
‘Some student
student finds
finds the
the computers
computers ugly.’
ugly.’
heme V

17)
17)

5)

6)

ljótar
[Einhverjum
finnast
tölvurnar
ljótar].].
[Einhverjum stúdent]
stúdent]
finnast tt [[scsc tölvurnar
computers.the.pl.nom
some
student.sg.dat
ugly
find.pl
computers.the.pl.nomugly
some
student.sg.dat find.pl
‘Some
‘Some student
student finds
finds the
the computers
computers ugly.’
ugly.’

✗
það finnst(/*finnast) [ mörgum stúdentum ]dat [sc tölvan
ljótar ].
expl find.sg/*find.pl many
students.pl.dat
computer.the.sg.nom ugly
‘Many students find the computer ugly.’

✗
það finnst(/*finnast) [einhverjum stúdent]dat
ljótar ].
[sc tölvurnar
expl find.sg/*find.pl some
student.sg.dat
computers.the.pl.nom ugly 184

A simple argument against
'covert' agreement
•

The PCC cannot be a morphological filter
•

because the PCC is sensitive to very fine-grained changes in the
syntactic representation (recall ABS≫DAT vs. DAT≫ABS)

•

in some cases, the very same morphological form ruled out by
the PCC is ruled in when the syntactic configuration is altered
lending significant support to existing accounts based on
agreement and intervention (Anagnostopoulou 2003, Bejar &
Rezac 2003, a.o.)

•

—

But since the PCC is notoriously absent in environments where
agreement is not observable —
•

in languages that lack internal-argument agreement

•

and in languages that have such agreement, in contexts where
that agreement is not observed (e.g. infinitives)

the relevant mechanisms of agreement & intervention must not be
instantiated in the aforementioned environments.
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Addendum: a PCC in English?
1. ? John sent her it.
2. * John sent her you.
3. ? I expected John to send her it.
4. * I expected John to send her you.
5. ? John was sent it.
6. * John was sent you.
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Agreement in the Kichean
Agent‑Focus Construction

The backdrop: agreement failures in
the interpretability framework
•

If the logic of interpretable & uninterpretable features
holds, there should, quite simply, be no such thing
as "failed agreement":
•

if a probe is generated with the "need" for phi‑features,
that means it bears uninterpretable phi‑features;

•

uninterpretable features (of any kind) would cause a
crash(=ungrammaticality), if they reached the
interfaces;

•

and the only way to get rid of uninterpretable features is
through valuation —
•

i.e., by entering into an agreement relation with a
node bearing their interpretable counterparts
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•

In my recent monograph, I argue that agreement failures
do in fact exist

•

This has some rather profound consequences for the
mechanics of agreement
•

and, by extension, the mechanics of feature interaction
in syntax more generally

•

since, as we've noted, all feature interactions in
minimalism are patterned by analogy to the
interpretability approach to phi‑agreement
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Kichean – the basics
•

Kichean ('Quichean'): a branch of the Mayan
language family
•

•

narrowly defined, includes: Kaqchikel, K’ichee’,
Tz’utujil, and Achi’ (all spoken in Guatemala)

Some properties that Kichean shares with the rest
of Mayan:
•

head-marking (lacks overt case morphology on
nominals)

•

ergative-absolutive alignment in the agreement system
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◦ head marking (lacks overt case morphology on nominals)
◦ ergative-absolutive alignment in the agreement system
(7) a. ri achin x-φ -uk’lun
the man com-3sg.abs-arrive
‘The man arrived.’
b. rat
x-at-uk’lun
you(sg.) com-2sg.abs-arrive
‘You(sg.) arrived.’

(Kaqchikel) (Kaqchikel)

(8) a. rat
x-φ -aw-ax-aj
ri achin
you(sg.) com-3sg.abs-2sg.erg-hear-act the man
‘You(sg.) heard the man.’
b. ri achin x-a-r-ax-aj
rat
the man com-2sg.abs-3sg.erg-hear-act you(sg.)
‘The man heard you(sg.).’
The 3sg.abs
marker a- in (8b) is a phonologically-predictable allomorph of atNB: The 3sg.abs marker a‑ in (8b) is a phonologically-predictable
in (7b). allomorph of at‑ in (7b).
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• Kichean does not allow the formation of A-bar dependencies that target

•

Kichean does not allow the formation of A‑bar dependencies
targeting the transitive subject
•

•

This has been called "syntactic
ergativity" (see, e.g., Manning 1996)
•

➻

incl. wh‑interrogatives, relativization, focalization

for possible explanations of this ban see, among others —
•

Coon, Mateo Pedro & Preminger 2015

•

Polinsky to appear

•

Weisser et al. to appear

For the current purposes, however, let us treat this ban
as a given —
•

and turn to one of the most common means employed
in Kichean to get around it
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February 13, 2015
UCLA
Linguistics
Colloquium
The
Agent‑Focus

construction in Kichean

Beyon

(AF): aconstruction
construction characterized
2.2.• Agent‑Focus
The Agent-Focus
in Kichean by a
dedicated suffix on the Kichean verb stem
• Agent-Focus (AF): characterized by a dedicated suﬃx on the verb stem

ri sian
(9) a. ja ri tz’i’ x-φ -etzel-an
foc the dog com-3sg.abs-hate-af the cat
‘It was the dog that hated the cat.’
b. ja ri xoq
ri achin
x-φ -tz’et-ö
foc the woman com-3sg.abs-see-af the man
‘It was the woman who saw the man.’

Kaqchikel

nb: While clefts are used in this and other English translations of AF, we will s
NB:

While
translations
make use of a cleft construction, the
that these
AF is English
decidedly
monoclausal.
corresponding Kichean construction (as we will see) is monoclausal.

• Aissen (2011), Craig (1979) and Smith-Stark (1978): AF is not an
antipassive
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◦ antipassives aﬀect how the notional Theme is realized —
(i) it can be demoted (i.e., realized as an oblique/adjunct, or omitted
altogether); or
• The AF construction is not to be confused with
(ii) it can be incorporated (see, e.g., Aissen 2011, Mondloch 1981)
the antipassive:
◦ an example of (i) is given in (10) (cf. the(Tz'utujil;
English conative):
Dayley 1978:38)
(10) atet
x-at-ch’ey-o
[ w-xiin
]OBL
you(sg.) com-2sg.abs-hit-ap 1sg.gen-of
‘It was you(sg.) who hit me’

(Tz’utujil)
[Dayley 1978:38]

of these are true
in the
AFthe
construction,
involves two
➻ None
• Antipassives
affect
how
Patient is which
syntactically
non-oblique,
full-fledged DP arguments
realized —
◦ note the determiners in (9a–b), above
• it can be "demoted" (i.e., realized as an oblique/adjunct,
as above; or omitted altogether)
✓ §2
§3
§4
§5
§6
§7

–•
–
–
–
–
–

A quick intro to Kichean & to the Agent-Focus (AF) construction
it can be incorporated
The facts regarding agreement in Kichean AF
A working probe-goal analysis of these facts
Why these facts require going beyond ‘interface conditions’
Proposal: the obligatory operation find(f)
Beyond agreement: obligatory operations in other domains
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February 13, 2015
UCLA Linguistics Colloquium

Beyon

2.2.
The
construction
inarguments
Kichean remain
• In
theAgent-Focus
AF construction,
however, both

realized as(AF):
full-fledged,
non‑oblique
DPs: suﬃx on the verb stem
• Agent-Focus
characterized
by a dedicated

ri sian
(9) a. ja ri tz’i’ x-φ -etzel-an
foc the dog com-3sg.abs-hate-af the cat
‘It was the dog that hated the cat.’
b. ja ri xoq
ri achin
x-φ -tz’et-ö
foc the woman com-3sg.abs-see-af the man
‘It was the woman who saw the man.’

Kaqchikel

nb: While clefts are used in this and other English translations of AF, we will
that AF is decidedly monoclausal.

• Aissen (2011), Craig (1979) and Smith-Stark (1978): AF is not an
antipassive
◦ antipassives aﬀect how the notional Theme is realized —
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significant generalizations about the data (§3.2)

Agreement
3.1. The facts

in Kichean AF

ri achin
(11) a. ja rat
x-at/*φ -ax-an
foc you(sg.) com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af the man
‘It was you(sg.) that heard the man.’
b. ja ri achin x-at/*φ -ax-an
rat
foc the man com-2sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af you(sg.)
‘It was the man that heard you(sg.).’
• HYPOTHESIS
1: 1:
• hypothesis

◦ The
verbverb
in the
has
separatefor
morphemes
• the
in AF
AF construction
has separate
markers
subj- and for
obj-subjectand agreement,
object-agreement,
just3sg
likemarker
a regular
transitive
and the
just
happens to be null
the marker for the 3sg argument just happens to be null
➻ –
PROBLEM:
➻ The problem:
• for 3sg transitive subjects (cf. (b)), the normal agreement
◦ In (11b),
where
theactually
subject is
3sg and the object is 2sg, we would
marker
is not
null...
expect the agreement morphemes to be a(w)- + r(u)/u– cf. (12) (a regular transitive), repeated from earlier:
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expect
theofagreement
2.1. Some
basics
Kichean morphemes to be a(w)- + r(u)/unditions
Preminger
–(‘Quichean’):
(12) (atransitive:
regular
earlier:
• Kichean
a branch transitive),
of the Mayanrepeated
languagefrom
family
• cf.
acf.regular

◦ narrowly
defined,
includes: Kaqchikel, K’ichee’,rat
Tz’utujil, and(regular
Achi’ transitiv
(12)
ri achin
x-a-r-ax-aj
2.1. Some
basics
of
Kichean
(all
spoken
in
Guatemala)
the man com-2sg.abs-3sg.erg-hear-act you(sg.)
• Kichean
branch of
◦ approx.
2.8 million
speakers
in the
totalMayan language family
‘The(‘Quichean’):
man
heard ayou(sg.).’
[=(8b

◦ narrowly
includes:
Kaqchikel,
and Achi’
• Some
generaldefined,
properties
of Kichean,
sharedK’ichee’,
with the Tz’utujil,
rest of Mayan:
• HYPOTHESIS
2:
(all
in Guatemala)
◦ headspoken
marking
(lacks overt case morphology on nominals)
• the
2.8verb
million
speakers
inintotal
in AF
has separate
markers for
subj- and obj◦◦ approx.
ergative-absolutive
alignment
the agreement
system
agreement
– but
for reason,
both
arethe
taken
from
the ABS
• Some general
properties
of Kichean,
shared
with
rest of
Mayan:
-uk’lun
(Kaqchikel)2
7) a. ri achin
x-φof
series
agr morphemes
◦ head
marking
(lacks overt case morphology on nominals)
com-3sg.abs-arrive
the man
• recall — 3sg ABS agreement is indeed null:
◦ ergative-absolutive
‘The man arrived.’alignment in the agreement system

rat achinx-at-uk’lun
7) b.
a. ri
x-φ -uk’lun
[regular intransitive]
you(sg.)
com-3sg.abs-arrive
the
man com-2sg.abs-arrive
‘You(sg.)
‘The
man arrived.’
b. rat
x-at-uk’lun
8) a.
x-φ -aw-ax-aj
ri achin
you(sg.)
you(sg.) com-2sg.abs-arrive
com-3sg.abs-2sg.erg-hear-act the man
‘You(sg.)
‘You(sg.) arrived.’
heard the man.’
ri achinxx-a-r-ax-aj
8) b.
a. rat
φ -aw-ax-aj
rirat achin
the man com-3sg.abs-2sg.erg-hear-act
com-2sg.abs-3sg.erg-hear-actthe
you(sg.)
you(sg.)
man

(Kaqchikel)2

[regular transitive]
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• hypothesis 2:

• hypothesis 2:

◦ The verb in AF has separate subject- and object-agreement markers,

◦ The verb in AF has separate subject- and object-agreement markers,
➻ PROBLEM
but for some
reason, both are taken from the abs series of markers
: reason,
but for some
both are taken from the abs series of markers

The problem:

➻ The• problem:
we can choose an argument combination that, even
➻
given
HYPOTHESIS
2, should
yield
two
We
canchoose
choosea combination
a combination
of
subject
&non‑null
object
would
yield—
◦◦ We
can
of subject
& object
that that
would
yield—
agreement
markers — non-null
even
onthis
thishypothesis—two
hypothesis—two
non-null
agreement
markers:
even
on
agreement
markers:

(13) rat
rat
x-e’-aw-ax-aj
(regular
transitiv
(13)
x-e’-aw-ax-aj
rje’rje’ [regular
(regular
transitive)
transitive]
you(sg.)com-3pl.abs-2sg.erg-hear-act
com-3pl.abs-2sg.erg-hear-act
them
you(sg.)
them
‘You(sg.)
‘You(sg.)heard
heardthem.’
them.’
◦◦•But
observe
the
counterpart
of (13):
But
observe
theAF
AF
counterpart
of (13):
but
observe
the
AF
counterpart
of this sentence:
(14)
x-at-ax-an
rje’rje’
(14) jaja rat
rat
x-at-ax-an
foc
them
focyou(sg.)
you(sg.)com-2sg.abs-hear-af
com-2sg.abs-hear-af
them
‘It
heard
them.’
‘Itwas
wasyou(sg.)
you(sg.)who
who
heard
them.’
•

– if hypothesis 2 were correct, we would expect
if hypothesis
2 were
correct,we
wewould
would have
expectexpected:
if– HYPOTHESIS
2 were
correct,
*x-e’-at-ax-an or *x-at-e’-ax-an

*x‑e'‑at‑ax‑an
oror*x‑at‑e'‑ax‑an
*x-e’-at-ax-an
*x-at-e’-ax-an

➻ conclusion:
➻ conclusion:
◦ The AF verb has only one agreement slot, and it is occupied by a
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◦ marker
The AF
verbfrom
has the
onlyabsolutive
one agreement
slot,paradigm
and it is occupied by a
taken
agreement

• CONCLUSION:
•

the AF verb has only one agreement slot, and that slot is
occupied by a marker taken from the ABS series
➻

regardless of whether it is the subject or object whose
features are reflected in this agr marker

The obvious question:
•

•

given two non‑oblique core arguments, but only one
agr marker, how does Kichean choose which argument
controls agreement in AF?

As we've seen, the answer is not as simple as "the subject"
or "the object"...
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As we’ve seen, the answer is not as simple as “the subject” or “the object”. . .
We've already
seen
that(where
2sg "wins"
over
3sgprecedence over’, or ‘preempts’)
• • (11a–b),
above: 2sg
≫ 3sg
‘≫’ means
‘takes
• • (15a–b):
1sg1sg
≫≫
3sg,
as well
Similarly,
3sg:

(15) a. ja yïn x-in/*φ -ax-an
ri achin
foc me com-1sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af the man
‘It was me that heard the man.’
yïn
b. ja ri achin x-in/*φ -ax-an
e conditionsfoc the man com-1sg/*3sg.abs-hear-af me
‘It was the man that heard me.’

Preminger

• •(16a–b):
3pl ≫ 3sg3
3pl ≫ 3sg:
rja’
(16) a. ja rje’ x-e/*φ -tz’et-ö
foc them com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af him
‘It was them who saw him.’
rje’
b. ja rja’ x-e/*φ -tz’et-ö
foc him com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af them
‘It was him who saw them.’

[NB: inanimate plurals
behave differently]
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•

who
saw him.’
φ -tz’et-ö
rja’
(16) a. ‘It
ja was
rje’them
x-e/*
com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af
him
themx-e/*
φ -tz’et-ö
rje’
b. jafocrja’
‘It rules
was
saw him.’
com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af
them
foc
himthem
"PARTICIPANT
all": who
1st/2nd
person ≫ 3rd
person, regardless of number
who
saw them.’
φ -tz’et-ö
rje’
b. ‘It
ja was
rja’him
x-e/*
(this is demonstrated below for 1st person, but the same is true for
foc him com-3pl/*3sg.abs-see-af them
2nd person as well)
• “Person
ruleshim
all”:
1st/2nd
person ≫ 3rd person regardless of number
‘It was
who
saw them.’
• 1sg
◦ i.e.,
person args control agr. in both person and number
≫ 1st/2nd
3pl:
• “Person rules all”: 1st/2nd person ≫ 3rd person regardless of number
(17) a. ja yïn x-i/*oj-tz’et-ö
rje’
◦ i.e., 1st/2nd person args control agr. in both person and number
foc me com-1sg/*1pl.abs-see-af them
(17) a. ‘It
ja was
yïnme
x-i/*oj-tz’et-ö
rje’
who saw them.’
me com-1sg/*1pl.abs-see-af
them
b. jafocrje’
x-i/*oj-tz’et-ö
yïn
‘It was
mecom-1sg/*1pl.abs-see-af
who saw them.’
foc
them
me
b. ‘It
ja was
rje’them
x-i/*oj-tz’et-ö
yïn
who saw me.’
foc them com-1sg/*1pl.abs-see-af me
(18)
a. ja röj x-oj/*i-tz’et-ö
rja’
• 1pl ≫
‘It3sg:
was them who saw me.’
foc us com-1pl/*1sg.abs-see-af him
(18) a. ‘It
ja was
röjus
x-oj/*i-tz’et-ö
rja’
who saw him.’
us com-1pl/*1sg.abs-see-af
him
x-oj/*i-tz’et-ö
röj
b. jafocrja’
‘It was
who saw him.’
us
himus
com-1pl/*1sg.abs-see-af
foc
x-oj/*i-tz’et-ö
röj
b. ‘It
ja was
rja’him
who saw us.’
foc him com-1pl/*1sg.abs-see-af us
◦ (17–18)
‘It was demonstrate
him who saw1st
us.’+ 3rd; but the same is true of 2nd + 3rd
• Finally,
1st person
+ 2nd person
→ simply
◦ (17–18)
demonstrate
1st + 3rd;
but the impossible
same is trueinofAF
2nd + 3rd
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foc him com-1pl/*1sg.abs-see-af us
‘It was him who saw us.’
•

At this point, you might be asking yourself "who wins when it's
◦ (17–18) demonstrate 1st + 3rd; but the same is true of 2nd + 3rd
1st person vs. 2nd person?"

• ➻Finally,
+ is
2nd
person
→ simply
in AF
it turns1st
outperson
that this
simply
impossible
in impossible
AF:
(19) a. * ja rat
x-in/at/φ -ax-an
yïn
foc you(sg.) com-1sg/2sg/3sg.abs-hear-af me
Intended: ‘It was you(sg.) that heard me.’
rat
b. * ja yïn x-in/at/φ -ax-an
foc me com-1sg/2sg/3sg.abs-hear-af you(sg.)
Intended: ‘It was me that heard you(sg.).’
•

•

get thetarget
target meanings
meanings inof(19a–b),
speakers
resortresort
to other
constructions,
To [To
express
this sort,
speakers
to other
e.g. true antipassives.]
constructions
— e.g. the antipassive (discussed earlier)
3 The

of this
pluralthe
agreement
with inanimates
in Kaqchikel follows a more complic
I havebehavior
termed
AF person
restriction:

pattern, and appears at least in some cases to be optional. I therefore keep to animate argum
AF
person
restriction
here.
Thanks
to Robert
Henderson and Daeyoung Sohn for their help with these data.

4-

In Kichean AF, at most one of the two arguments can be
[PARTICIPANT]-bearing.
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Towards an account of agreement
in Kichean AF
•

The data we've just seen have led some scholars
to claim:
"Agreement in the Kichean AF construction obeys a
'salience' hierarchy/scale," along the following lines:
1st/2nd pers. ≫ 3pl ≫ 3sg
•

•

see, e.g.: Dayley 1978, Mondloch 1981, Norman &
Campbell 1978, Smith-Stark 1978

Some go even further, claiming that this scale reflects
"cognitive salience" (see, e.g., Stiebels 2006)
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•

While this scale is a perfectly useful shorthand to describe
the facts of Kichean AF —
•

it fails as an account, for at least four reasons:

(i) Why would these alleged 'salience' effects surface
nowhere else in the language, except for AF – perhaps
the most information-structurally rigid context there is?
(ii) The formal addressee pronoun in K’ichee’ (another
Kichean language; exhibits same behavior under AF):
“[K’ichee’] has developed a 2nd person formal pronoun
[‘la’; O.P.], which does not behave as a 2nd person with
respect to the salience hierarchy, i.e. it does not outrank
3rd person.” (Stiebels 2006:526n13)
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•

At this juncture, one could offer the following retort:
"The 'salience' scale has been grammaticalized;
so while it may have its origins in ‘cognitive salience’, it
is not a realtime representation thereof."

•

While (i)‑(ii) are perhaps susceptible to such a retort,
(iii)‑(iv) are not...
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(iii) Nothing about such a scale predicts that two arguments with
high 'salience' (1st/2nd person) wouldn't be able to co‑occur
•

i.e., the AF person restriction

➻

but we will see an account that derives the AF person
restriction —
•

while also accounting for the very facts that the 'salience'
scale was meant to account for, in the first place

(iv) The 'salience' scale obscures an important morphophonological generalization
•

the 1st/2nd pers. ≫ 3pl ≫ 3sg scale factors out the choice
of agreement target from the agreement operation itself
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•

it is a device that —
•

take as its INPUT: the inventory of arguments in a given
clause

•

returns as its OUTPUT: which one will be targeted for
agreement

all else being equal: agreement in Kichean AF should be
a uniform process but for the choice of agreement target
➻

but this is not so!
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➻ that is not the case:
➻ that is not the case:
(22)
1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
(22)
1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
strong pronoun
yïn
röj
rat
rïx
rja’ rje’
strong pronoun
yïn
röj
rat
rïx
rja’ rje’
agreement marker i(n)- oj- a(t)- ixφeagreement marker i(n)- oj- a(t)- ixφenote: the segment [ j] is a voiceless fricative, not a glide
note: the segment [ j] is a voiceless fricative, not a glide
•

(Kaqchikel)
(Kaqchikel)

• 1st/2nd person agreement markers (both sg. and pl.)
•1st/2nd
1st/2nd
person agreement
(both
sg. and
person
agr
markers
(both
sg. and
pl.):pl.)
◦ truncated
versions
ofmarkers
strong
pronouns:

◦ truncated versions of strong pronouns:
(23) agreement marker = strong pronoun − initial approximant
(23) agreement marker = strong pronoun − initial approximant
thisthis
correspondence
fails3pl
forshould
3sg/3pl be
markers
• but• by
logic, 3sg and
*ja'‑ and *je'‑,
•respectively
this correspondence
fails should
for
3sg/3pl
markers
◦ which(rather
by this logic
be:
and *je’than
∅ and
e‑)*ja’◦ which
by this
should
be: *ja’- and *je’(rather
thanlogic
φ and
e-, respectively)
(rather than φ and e-, respectively)
Overall:
Overall:
• A ‘salience’ hierarchy/scale is unexplanatory;
• A• ‘salience’
hierarchy/scale
is unexplanatory;
Furthermore,
it is descriptively
inadequate.
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Interim summary
•

A 'salience'-based account of agreement in Kichean AF is
both unexplanatory and empirically inadequate;
We are in need of an alternative account of the facts that
this 'salience' scale was intended to capture.
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A derivational account of
agreement in Kichean AF

Basic ingredients
[Note: all argued for independently of Kichean, or even Mayan
more generally.]
(i) probing for PERSON and NUMBER occur in separate derivational
steps, with PERSON coming first
(you've already seen support for this)
(ii) clitics are reduced pronouns
(Arregi & Nevins 2008, 2012, Preminger 2009 on Basque)
(iii) clitic doubling is a parameterized property of particular probes
(Bejar & Rezac 2003, Harizanov 2014, Kramer 2014, Preminger
2009, a.o.)
(iv) the space of phi‑features is composed of privative features,
e.g. [PARTICIPANT], [GROUP]
(Bejar & Rezac 2009, Harley & Ritter 2002, McGinnis 2005, a.o.)
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What’s good for [wh] is good for
[PARTICIPANT] and [GROUP], too
•

As it stands, agreement in Kichean AF may seem quite unusual
•

➻

with its 'omnivorous agreement' patterns

But there is a perspective that makes these facts seem far less
exceptional...

RELATIVIZED PROBING:

A head H0 seeking a feature [F ] will skip XPs that do not bear [F ].
•

notes:
•

relativized probing is really just Rizzi's (1990) Relativized
Minimality in another guise; hence the name
•

•

see also: Abels 2012, Boeckx & Jeong 2004, Frampton
1991, Rizzi 2001, Starke 2001

this principle was in fact already built in to the algorithm for
iterative top-to-bottom search presented in an earlier lecture
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• relativized probing:
A probe H0 seeking a feature [ f ] will skip XPs that do not bear [ f ].
! 0
"
(25) a. C [John] gave [what]<+wh> to [Bob]
! 0
"
−→
C [John] gave [what]<+wh> to [Bob]
What did John give to Bob?
"
! 0
b. C [John] gave [this dish] to [who]<+wh>
! 0
"
−→
C [John] gave [this dish] to [who]<+wh>
−→

−→

Who did John give this dish to?

➻ This is nothing more than Rizzi’s (1990) Relativized Minimality
(also: Abels 2012, Boeckx & Jeong 2004, Frampton 1991, Rizzi 2001, Starke
2001)

⇒ A pair like (16a–b), repeated here, can thus be analyzed in the same way
! 0
"
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0
(26) a. # [them]<+pl.> V [him]

➻ This is nothing more than Rizzi’s (1990) Relativized Minimality
(also: Abels 2012, Boeckx & Jeong 2004, Frampton 1991, Rizzi 2001, Starke
2001)
• 'Omnivorous agreement' in Kichean AF can be afforded

the same analysis:
⇒ A pair like (16a–b), repeated here, can thus be analyzed in the same way
! 0
"
0
(26) a. # [them]<+pl.> V [him]
! 0
"
0
−→
# [them]<+pl.> V [him]
−→

ja rje’ x-e-tz’et-ö
rja’
foc them com-3pl.abs-see-af him
‘It was them who saw him.’
"

[=(16a)]

! 0
b. # [him] V0 [them]<+pl.>
! 0
"
0
−→
# [him] V [them]<+pl.>
−→

ja rja’ x-e-tz’et-ö
rje’
foc him com-3pl.abs-see-af them
‘It was him who saw them.’

[=(16b)]

◦ this assumes that at the relevant stage of the derivation, the probe is
located above both the subject and the object;
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Preminger

The account

interface conditions

4.3. Analysis
(27) basic clause structure in Kichean AF

#P – number probe
#0

π P – person probe

[ ]

<pl>

π0
[ ]

···
<prtc>

···

···

···

subj

···

···
V0
(28) step 1: probing for [participant]

obj
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(28) step 1: probing for [participant]
b. 3rd person subject,
1st/2nd person object

a. 1st/2nd person subject,
3rd person object
πP
π0
[

πP
π0

···
]

<prtc>

[

···

···

···

subj[prtc]

V0

]

<prtc>

···

···

···

subj
···

···

···

···

···
obj

V0

obj[prtc]

• Following
BéjarBejar
& Rezac’s
(2003)(2003)
analysisanalysis
of PCC of
eﬀects
ditransitives:
• Following
& Rezac's
PCCineffects
0 triggers
ditransitives
—
◦ π in
clitic doubling
of whichever phrase it probes
•

π0 triggers clitic doubling of whichever phrase it probes...
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(29) step 1.5: clitic doubling of probed-by-π 0 phrase
a.

b.

πP

π 0 +cl[ϕ subj ]
cli
tic
do
ub
lin
g

···
···

πP

π 0 +cl[ϕ obj ]
···

···
···

subj[prtc]

···

···

···

subj
···

V0

···

obj

cli
tic
do
ub
lin
g

···

···
V0

obj[prtc]

When one of the argument is 1st/2nd person:
⇒ Therefore, when one of the arguments is 1st/2nd person:
• a clitic(=reduced pronoun) will be created that matches that
◦ a clitic(=reduced pronoun) will be created that matches the argument’s
argument's phi‑features
ϕ -features
• And because pronominalization treats phi‑sets as atomic,
• Pronominalization
treats ϕ -sets as complete, atomic units
indivisible bundles:
⇒ both
the person
and number
features
of thisofargument
will be
• both
the PERSON
and NUMBER
features
the clitic-doubled
reflected
in thewill
clitic
argument
be reflected in the clitic

➻ This is exactly the attested state of aﬀairs:
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◦ a clitic(=reduced pronoun) will be created that matches the argument’s
ϕ -features
ϕ -features
• Pronominalization treats ϕ -sets as complete, atomic units
• Pronominalization treats ϕ -sets as complete, atomic units
⇒ both the person and number features of this argument will be
⇒ both the person and number features of this argument will be
reflected in the clitic
reflected in the clitic

• is
This
is exactly
the attested
state of affairs:
exactly
the attested
state of aﬀairs:
➻ This
➻ This is exactly the attested state of aﬀairs:

(30) a. ja yïn x-i-tz’et-ö
rje’
(30) a. ja yïn x-i-tz’et-ö
rje’
foc me com-1sg.abs-see-af them
foc me com-1sg.abs-see-af them
‘It was me who saw them.’
‘It was me who saw them.’

(31) a. ja röj x-oj-tz’et-ö
rja’
(31) a. ja röj x-oj-tz’et-ö
rja’
foc us com-1pl.abs-see-af him
foc us com-1pl.abs-see-af him
‘It was us who saw him.’
‘It was us who saw him.’

b. ja rje’ x-i-tz’et-ö
yïn
b. ja rje’ x-i-tz’et-ö
yïn
foc them com-1sg.abs-see-af me
foc them com-1sg.abs-see-af me
‘It was them who saw me.’
‘It was them who saw me.’ [=(17a–b)]
[=(17a–b)]
b. ja rja’ x-oj-tz’et-ö
röj
b. ja rja’ x-oj-tz’et-ö
röj
foc him com-1pl.abs-see-af us
foc him com-1pl.abs-see-af us
‘It was him who saw us.’
‘It was him who saw us.’ [=(18a–b)]
[=(18a–b)]

...................................
...................................
• Furthermore, this analysis derives the AF person restriction, given
• Furthermore, this analysis derives the AF person restriction, given
independently motivated assumptions
independently motivated assumptions
(32) Person Licensing Condition (PLC)
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➻

Furthermore, this analysis derives the AF person
restriction as a theorem:
•

recall the PLC:
Person Licensing Condition (PLC)
A [PARTICIPANT] feature on a DP must take part in a
valuation relation.

•

because the [PARTICIPANT] probe, π0, only ever agrees with
one argument, the AF person restriction (below) follows
automatically
AF person restriction
In Kichean AF, at most one of the two arguments can be
[participant]-bearing.
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•

In the Kichean AF construction, at most one of the two core arguments
can be 1st/2nd person.
. . . . . . . . . in
. . .which
. . . . . .both
. . . . .arguments
. . . . . . . . . . .are
. 3rd person?
What about derivations

What➻about
derivations
in which both
arguments
areboth
3rd person.
. . ? will
by the
same Relativized
Minimality
logic,
arguments
be skipped
by π0 Minimality logic: both DPs will be skipped by π 0
• By the
same Relativized
since neither argument is probed by π0:
0
π
◦ no
no 1st/2nd
person
DP
will
have
been
successfully
probed
by
clitic will be created
•

⇒ no clitic will be created

Thisderives
derivesthe
theabsence
absence
of pronoun-like
in the
the agreement
•• This
of any
pronoun-like material
material in
agreement
complex
when are
both3rd
arguments
complex
when
all arguments
person are 3rd person:

(34) a. ja ri tz’i’ x-φ -etzel-an
ri sian
foc the dog com-3sg.abs-hate-af the cat
‘It was the dog that hated the cat.’
x-φ -tz’et-ö
b. ja ri xoq
ri achin
foc the woman com-3sg.abs-see-af the man
‘It was the woman who saw the man.’
...................................

[=(9a–b)]

• 1st/2nd person agreement markers in Kichean are not the overt spellout
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Morphological competition in the Kichean
ABS agreement field
•

•

Given our proposed account:
•

1st/2nd person agreement markers in Kichean AF
are not the overt spellout of valued features on π0;

•

they are clitics, adjoined to π0

There's no reason to think that the features on π0 itself
aren't also valued when π0 successfully probes a DP
Why no overt exponent for π0?

•

It is conceivable that this is simple idiosyncrasy;
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•

But I will argue that there is a slightly more general principle
at work:
Morphological competition in the Kichean ABS agreement field
a. the overt exponents of π0, #0, and any clitic adjoined to
them, all compete for a single morphological slot
b. a clitic will always beat out other competing morphological
material

•

Evidence...?
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of this in
marker
is present,
a change
 in the high vowel (from i to u
necontent
that appears
the suffixal
field modulo
(as in (94b)):

series is not (this actually extends to other pre
members of the suffixal paradigm (96). This already suggests that -ik may be less of
ergative/genitive
(Tzotzil;markers):
Aissen 1987)
94) a. ch- asmil
and more of a general-purpose marker of plurality in Tzotzil.
(95)
Tzotzil absolutive prefixes
ivationalincaccount
of absolutive
in Kichean
2.abs3.erg- kill agreement
But perhaps more strikingly, there are circumstances under which -ik is actually
1 i‘He
is
going
to
kill
you.’
(97) and (98):
signal
plurality
of a 2nd
person
argument—compare
istonot
(thisthe
actually
extends
to other
prefixal
agreement
2 a- markers as well, namely the seri
3 ϕb. j- markers):
mala -oj -oxuk
ve/genitive
(97) Pi- jmil -ik

Tzotzil1.ergabsolutive
prefixes
wait -perf
-2pl.abs
com- 1.erg- kill -(3)pl.abs

(96) Tzotzil absolutive suffixes

1 i- ‘I have waited for y’all.’
1sg
-on
‘I killed them.’
1pl.incl -otik
2 a1pl.excl
-otikotik
3 ϕ-ch- as (98)
Woolford
notes, j-Tzotzilmil
is -ik
rather exceptional
in exhibiting
both the prefixal
2sg
-ot
inc2.abs1.ergkill
-(3)pl.abs
uffixal one within one and the same language
(other
Mayan
languages
generally
Consider
marker
-ik, which
is liste
2pl now the
-oxuk
‘I am going
kill y’all.’
(3)sg
-ϕ
contentsee
of Bricker
this marker
present,
modulo a
1977,is Tada
1993).
these patterns,
andtoadhere
to it throughout;
(3)pl
-ik
(96).
This m
a
members
of
the
suffixal
paradigmagreement
Thefactors
readergoverning
may have the
noticed
glossversus
of thesuffixal
prefixalabsolutive
agreement
markers
The
choicethat
of the
prefixal
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[Aissen 1987, Woolford

and more of a general-purpose marker of plur

– person agreement morphology can be prefixal or suﬃ
– the plural morpheme (-ik) is always a suﬃx
➻

Kichean differs from Tzotzil in that it only has prefixal ABS
➻ When person agreement is suﬃxal—and only then—it pr
markers, and no suffixal ones

appearance of the plural suﬃx (Aissen 1987, Woolford 20
the exponent of the NUMBER
. . . . . . .probe,
. . . . . . #. 0. ,. can
. . . . only
. . . . .appear
. . . . . . .when
...
no clitic has been generated

⇒ Following (35): the exponence of the [plural] probe (#0 ) can
• which only happens, in Kichean AF, when both arguments
when clitic doubling has not occurred
are 3rd person

◦ which only happens when both arguments are 3rd person

•

Assuming
Kichean#0#0isisrelativized
feature-relativized
to —
[GROUP] (just like
• Assuming
to [plural]
Kichean π0 is feature-relativized
to [PARTICIPANT]) —
0

(just like π is relativized to [participant])

•

0
only [GROUP]-bearers(=plurals)
will
give
rise
to
valuation
on
#
— only DPs bearing [plural] will give rise to valuatio

(36) a.
b.

#0 with valued [plural]:
#0 without valued [plural]:

/e-/
φ
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(37) step 2: probing for [plural]
a. pl subject, sg object

b. sg subject, pl object

#P

#P

#0
[ ]

#0

πP
<pl>

···

[ ]

···
···

πP
<pl>

···

···
···

···
···

subj[pl]

V0

···

subj
···

···

···

···

···
obj

V0

obj[pl]

•• (37a–b)
whether
the arguments
in question
areare
3rd3rd
person
or not;
(a) andoccur
(b), above,
occur
whether the
arguments
person
or not;
But given
because
(35):of morphological competition, it is only when both
➻• But
areboth
3rd arguments
person that
will
see the
itarguments
is only when
arewe
3rd
person
— exponents that result
from this probing
(and thus, probing by π 0 does not give rise to a clitic)
➻

which is why it appears that
"PARTICIPANT rules all"
0

— that the spellout of # (36a–b) will be surface-observable.

⇒ . . . and that’s why person appears to “rule all.”
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. . and
person appears to “rule all.”
s⇒
not .give
risethat’s
to a why
clitic)

(36a–b)Licensing
will be surface-observable.
asymmetries

in Kichean AF

4.4. Licensing asymmetries in Kichean AF

s to “rule
all.” like to highlight an asymmetry between PERSON
• I would
Despiteand
the NUMBER
overall similarity
features between probing for [participant] and
for [plural] (compare (37a–b) with (28a–b)) —
• that
was implicit in the discussion so far
n Kichean
AF
• There is one important diﬀerence, having to do with licensing.
n probing
for [participant]
and restriction" —
➻ There
is no "AF number
In particular,
there
is
no
“AF
number
restriction”
—
28a–b))
—
• a restriction that would mirror the AF person restriction,
• A restriction
that
would
mirror the
restriction,
but
licensing.
e, having
tobut
do forbid
with
the
appearance
of AF
two person
DPs bearing
[GROUP
] forbid t
co-occurrence
of two
arguments
(rather than
two plural
DPs bearing
[PARTICIPANT])
er restriction” —

(38) a. ja rje’ x-oj-tz’et-ö
röj
he AF person
restriction,
but forbid the
foc them
com-1pl.abs-see-af
us
ments ‘It was them who saw us.’

öj
s

b. ja röj x-oj-tz’et-ö
rj
foc us com-1pl.abs-see-af th
‘It was us who saw them.’

b. ja röj x-oj-tz’et-ö
rje’
foc us com-1pl.abs-see-af them
‘It was us who saw them.’
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•

This is derived if we assume, with Bejar & Rezac 2003, that
there is really something special about the licensing
conditions on [PARTICIPANT] per se
•

as opposed to a licensing condition on marked phi‑features
more generally (pace Baker 2011; see also Bejar & Rezac
2009)

A [PARTICIPANT]-bearer in an agreeing position that has
nevertheless not been agreed with will give rise to
ungrammaticality;
•

but a [GROUP]-bearer in the same situation is not a problem.
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◦ rather than, e.g., a licensing requirement on marked ϕ -features more
generally (Baker 2011; see also Béjar & Rezac 2009)

Agr

(41

⇒ a 1st/2nd person DP that has not been agreed with will give rise to
ungrammaticality; a plural DP that has not been agreed with will not

Interim summary

•

4.5.arrived
Summary
We've
at a derivational account of phi‑agreement in
have arrived
at a probe-goal account
of agreement in Kichean AF, which:
the We
Kichean
AF construction,
which:

(42

(i) capturesthe
the eﬀects
of ‘salience’
hierarchies/scales
(39)
(i) captures
effects
of so‑called
'salience'like
hierarchies
(39) 1st/2nd
≫≫
3rd3sg)
person plural ≫ 3rd person singular
(1st/2nd
pers.person
≫ 3pl
• without recourse to an extrinsic device of this sort

(ii) derives the AF person restriction as a theorem
(ii) derives the AF person restriction as a theorem

(iii) captures the distinctions in morpho-phonological form
(iii)
captures1st/2nd
the distinctions
in morphophonological
between
person
and 3rd personform
agrbetween
markers

➻

1st/2nd person agreement markers and 3rd person ones
1sg

1pl

2sg

2pl

3sg

3pl

strong pronoun

yïn

röj

rat

rïx

rja’

rje’

agreement marker

i(n)-

oj-

a(t)-

ix-

φ-

e-

(40)

[=(22)]

(iv) is compatible with the fact that these so-called ‘salience’ eﬀects occur
nowhere in the language except in AF
(v) is compatible with the fact that it is the formal, rather than referential,
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(iv) Is at least compatible with the fact that these so‑called
'salience' effects occur nowhere else in the language
(v) Is compatible with the fact that it is the formal, rather
than referential, properties of an expression that
determine its behavior w.r.t. agreement in AF
(recall the K'ichee' "polite" addressee pronoun)
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Consequences for the
theory of agreement

How to capture the obligatoriness
nd interface conditions
of agreement?

e

ch:

•

Preminger

Let5.usThe
startinadequacy
from an exceedingly
simple
observation —
of ‘interface
conditions’
•

agreement in Kichean AF is obligatory
Agreement in Kichean AF is obligatory:
(41) a. * ja rat
x-φ -ax-an
ri achin
foc you(sg.) com-3sg.abs-hear-af the man
Intended: ‘It was you(sg.) that heard the man.’
rat
b. * ja ri achin x-φ -ax-an
foc the man com-3sg.abs-hear-af you(sg.)
Intended: ‘It was the man that heard you(sg.).’
(42) a. * ja rje’ x-φ -tz’et-ö
rja’
foc them com-3sg.abs-see-af him
Intended: ‘It was them who saw him.’
rje’
b. * ja rja’ x-φ -tz’et-ö
foc him com-3sg.abs-see-af them
Intended: ‘It was him who saw them.’
➻ Can this be derived from ‘interface conditions’?

[≈(11a–b)]

[≈(16a–b)]
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• and what we would need the interfaces’ verdict to be in each case, based
on the data surveyed in section 3
(43)• How can we capture this in the interpretability-based

model of Chomsky (2000, 2001)?
probe

subj

a.

#0 ‘e-’

3pl

3sg

✓

(agreement w/closest available
pl target)

b.

#0 ‘e-’

3sg

3pl

✓

(agreement w/closest available
pl target)

c.

#0

φ

3sg

3pl

✗

(“gratuitous non-agreement”:
pl target available)

d.

#0

φ

3sg

3sg

✓

(no pl targets, no agreement)

➻

obj

desired
verdict

Can we rule out "gratuitous non‑agreement" via unchecked
uninterpretable features?
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ace conditions
• To

Preminger

make agreement obligatory in the interpretability model:

What•rules
“gratuitous
non-agreement”,
in (43c)?
theout
probe
must have
a propertyas–schematized
an uninterpretable

feature – non-agreement”
that must be be
checked
by the of
agreement
• Can “gratuitous
ruled out because
a property oftarget
the probe (#0 )—e.g. an unchecked ‘uninterpretable’ feature—that causes
ungrammaticality at the interface?
•

If 3sg targets could check the relevant feature in Kichean...

➻ No. — There are two possibilities to consider:
• the following would be (falsely) predicted to be
◦ If 3sg targets can remove this property (check the ‘uninterpretable’
grammatical:
feature),
then (44) should be good. . . contrary to fact:
(44)

probe

#0 φ

subj

obj

3sg

3pl

desired
verdict

✗

(“forced” agreement w/sg target)

(remember:
what we are evaluating here is a theory where the only thing compelling
agreement to occur is the interfaces’ demands w.r.t. the probe’s features)

◦ If 3sg targets cannot remove this property (check the ‘uninterpretable’
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Herea.are schemata
of a3pl
few derivations
—
3sg
✓
#0 ‘e-’

(agreement w/closest available
• and
what
wetargets
would need
the interfaces’
verdict
to be feature
in each case,
based
pl target)
• So
3sg
cannot
check the
relevant
on the

on the data surveyed in section 3
b.

probe
0
#

(agreement w/closest available
pl target)
• But then, we (falsely) predict that the
following would be bad:

(43)

‘e-’

3sg

3pl

c.

#0 φ
probe

3sg
subj

3pl
obj

d.
a.

#0 0 φ
# ‘e-’

3sg
3pl

3sg
3sg

•

✓

desired
✗
(“gratuitous non-agreement”:
verdict pl target available)

✓
✓

(no pl targets, no agreement)
(agreement w/closest available
pl target)

Maybe there's a null expletive that checks the relevant
b.feature
#0 ‘e-’
3sg
3pl like ✓
(agreement w/closest available
in configurations
this...?
pl target)

➻

c.

d.

Can't be:
#0

•

#0

•

φ

3sg

3pl

✗

(“gratuitous non-agreement”:

φ

3sg

3sg

✓

(no pl targets, no agreement)

If the expletive is singular, it cannot
the features
pl targetcheck
available)
on the probe (see previous slide).
If the expletive is plural, it should result in plural
morphology (e‑) on the probe, contrary to fact.
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Beyond interface co

One more try... can "gratuitous non‑agreement" be ruled
because
of a property
of one
the goals
• Canout
“gratuitous
non-agreement”
be ruled
out of
because
of a property of one
(e.g.
unchecked case)?
of the
DP arguments—e.g.
a lack of ‘Case’—that causes ungrammaticality
•

6

at the interface?

6

then (43a–b) would be bad—as would (45), below—contrary to fact.

(

No — if DPs in this language needed to be agreed with,
this language/construction
neededtotobe
be agreed
with,
➻ No. If DPs
this in
would
be (falsely) predicted
ungrammatical:
•

(45)

probe

subj

obj

#0 ‘e-’

3pl

3pl

desired
verdict

✓

(agreement w/closest available
pl target)

...................................
⇒ There is no way to enforce the obligatoriness of agreement by
checking properties of the probes and/or goals at the interface(s)
◦ and still make the right predictions w.r.t. data like (43–45)
On alternative analyses, and their respective shortcomings: see the appendix.
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⇒

•

Overall, the conclusion is that there is no way to enforce
the obligatoriness of agreement in Kichean AF by
"uninterpretable" features on the probes and/or goals
(or, for that matter, any other kind of interface
requirement; see Preminger 2014 for discussion)
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Some possible alternatives

88

Multiple-Agree?

(80)

Some alternative analy

πP
π

⋯
⋯

⋯
subjrd

⋯
⋯ objst/nd

•

In general, proposals in the Multiple-Agree literature have
There are reasons to reject such an analysis as it pertains to Kichean,
argued for the following condition on the applicability of MA:

and some
On the *MA(x,y)
theoretical side, Multiple Agree relations—a
⊉ empirical.
FEATURES(y)

FEATURES(x)
•

the work cited above—adhere to a particular restriction concerning the fe

But one finds precisely this state of affairs in some
by the different
targets
involved. Specifically, the second target in a Mult
(grammatical)
Kichean
AF sentences
238

bear features that were not already present on the first target. For example

Preminger

erface conditions

Also problematic is that the AF person restriction becomes
rface conditions
{ }state, on a MA approach: [goodPreminger
(60) extremely
a. subject:difficult
3sg to
in AF]
•

b.
(60) a.
(61) a.
b.
b.

object:
subject:
subject:
object:
object:

3pl
3sg
3pl
3pl
3sg

(61) a.
(62) a.
b.
b.

subject:
subject:
object:
object:

3pl {[group]}
3pl {[plural]}
3sg { }
1pl {[plural], [participant], [author]}

(62) a.
(63) a.
b.
b.

subject:
subject:
object:
object:

3pl
1pl
1pl
3pl

{[plural]}
{}
{[plural]}
{[group]}
{}

{[group]}
{[plural], [participant], [author]}
{[group], [participant], [author]}
{[plural]}

[good in AF]
[good in AF]
[good in AF]
[good in AF]
[good in AF]
[good in AF]

(63) a. subject: 1pl {[group], [participant], [author]}
[good in AF]
◦ of course, some combinations where the object is not a subset of the
b. subject
object:
3plout{[group]}
are ruled
(64); but the inverse of those (65) are also out:
where the object is not a subset
course, some
{[participant]}
(64) ◦a. of subject:
2sgcombinations
[badof
inthe
AF]
are ruled
(64); but the inverse
of those (65) are also out:
b. subject
object:
1sg out{[participant],
[author]}
(64) a.
(65) a.
b.
b.

subject:
subject:
object:
object:

2sg
1sg
1sg
2sg

{[participant]}
{[participant], [author]}
{[participant], [author]}
{[participant]}

[bad in AF]
[bad in AF]

(65)⇒a. Multiple
subject:
[author]}
[bad in
Agree1sg
both {[participant],
over- and under-generates
w.r.t. Kichean
AFAF]
b. object:
2sg {[participant]}
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the probe (#0 )—e.g. an unchecked ‘uninterpretable’ feature—that causes
ungrammaticality at the interface?

Moreover,
MAtwo
even
if it didn't
face all of these problems,
— There are
possibilities
to consider:
➻ •No.
would not really answer the question of why the probe can't
◦ If 3sg targets can remove this property (check the ‘uninterpretable’
just
stop then
after(44)
theshould
first goal:
feature),
be good. . . contrary to fact:
(44)

probe

#0 φ

➻

subj

obj

3sg

3pl

desired
verdict

✗

(“forced” agreement w/sg target)

(remember:
After
(unaccusative)
onlycompelling
one argument
whatall,
we are
evaluating here is aintransitives
theory where thewith
only thing
areagreement
fine in tothis
language
– even
if that
is 3sg
occur
is the interfaces’
demands
w.r.t.argument
the probe’s features)

◦ If 3sg targets cannot remove this property (check the ‘uninterpretable’
feature), and only 3pl ones can, then (43d) (above) should be bad. . .
– again, contrary to fact.
...................................
Crucially, the same contradiction obtains even if we avail ourselves
of covert expletives, and/or other undetectable agreement targets.
• Suppose #0 in (43d) successfully agrees with some XP β ; then either:
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"Last Resort"
•

Suppose that there is a mechanism that is able to take
features on a probe, and – if they have reached the interfaces
unchecked – eliminate them
•

cf. Bejar's (2003) Default Valuation mechanism

February 13, 2015
•UCLA
To maintain
empirical
adequacy, we would need to make sure Beyon
Linguistics
Colloquium

that this mechanism is indeed deployed only as a "last resort"
•

otherwise,
wewe(falsely)
predict: optionality
of agreement
◦ otherwise,
would erroneously
predict: optionality
of agreement
throughout
throughout (cf. (66))

(66) * ja rja’ x-φ -tz’et-ö
rje’
foc him com-3sg.abs-see-af them
Intended: ‘It was him who saw them.’

[=(5

• In other words, the syntactic computation needs to distinguish —

(i) cases where the probe has scanned the structure and failed to 241
find

◦ otherwise, we would erroneously predict: optionality of agreement
throughout (cf. (66))
(66) * ja rja’ x-φ -tz’et-ö
rje’
foc him com-3sg.abs-see-af them
Intended: ‘It was him who saw them.’

A.3
•

[=(50)]

In other words, the system needs to distinguish between —
• In other words, the syntactic computation needs to distinguish —
(i) cases where the probe has scanned the structure and failed
(i) cases
where
the probe
has scanned the structure and failed to find a
to find
a suitable
goal
suitable target (as schematized in (67a)); from —
(ii) cases
caseswhere
where
there
an agreement
target available,
but is
(ii)
there
is anisagreement
target available,
but agreement
agreement
is nevertheless
not instantiated
(i.e., (67b))
"gratuitous
still
not instantiated
(a.k.a. “gratuitous
non-agreement”;
non‑agreement")
desired
(67)
•

probe

a.

b.

#0 φ

#0 φ

subj

obj

3sg

3pl

3sg

3sg

•

(68)

verdict

✗
✓

(“gratuitous non-agreement”:
pl target available)

⇒

(no pl targets, no agreement)

⇒ To achieve observational adequacy, the computational system needs to
keep track of whether agreement has been attempted —
◦ independently of whether the final representation does or doesn’t
contain, e.g., unchecked features

➻
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still not instantiated (a.k.a. “gratuitous non-agreement”; (67b))
(67)

probe
a.

b.

#0 φ

#0 φ

subj

obj

3sg

3pl

3sg

3sg

desired
verdict

✗
✓

(“gratuitous non-agreement”:
pl target available)

⇒

(no pl targets, no agreement)

⇒ To
observational
adequacy, thethe
computational
system
needs to
To achieve
achieve
empirical adequacy,
system needs
to keep
track of
keep
trackagreement
of whether agreement
been attempted —
whether
has beenhas
attempted
◦ independently of whether the final representation does or doesn’t
• and render those derivations in which it has not been attempted
contain, e.g., unchecked features
(e.g. (a)) ungrammatical —
➻ Rendering any interface conditions fully redundant w.r.t. agreement.
• even though both (a) and (b) have unchecked
"uninterpretable"
features that the Last Resort mechanism
To put it another
way:
could
in principle
fix operation that turns representations that
• If we put
in place
a Last Resort
•

(68)

➻

aren’t
interface-admissible
into like
onesthis:
that are
— is no longer any derivation
Consequently,
in a system
there
that
is rendered
ungrammatical
as utterances
a result ofthat
unchecked
features
no ungrammatical
are ruled out
on
◦ then
there remain
the basis of the interface conditions themselves
• rendering uninterpretability completely vacuous.
– e.g. due to unchecked ‘uninterpretable’ features
◦ instead, ungrammatical utterances are ruled out because they have
failed to meet the criterion for the Last Resort operation to apply
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Other alternatives
•

see Preminger (2014) for discussion of feature
percolation, as well as a lexical ambiguity approach
•

and why those too fail as accounts of agreement
in Kichean AF
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Wanted:
An observationally‑adequate
theory of agreement!

Background: excluding outcomes
by non‑generation

6. Proposal

6.1. Excluding outcomes by non-generation
•

once again,
•Consider,
Consider minimality
againminimality:
—

(46) If α ≫ β , γ ; β ≫ γ ; and γ ̸≫ β :
[‘≫’ denotes c-command]

•

•

i.

α ... β ... γ

ii. * α . . . β . . . γ

• This
obviouslymotivated
motivated above
beyond
just Kichean
looking atAF
Kichean AF;
This
is is
obviously
aboveand
and
beyond
(Abels
2012, Boeckx
& Jeongthat
2004,
Frampton
1991,
Rizziout:
1990,
• But consider
how derivations
violate
minimality
are ruled
2001, Starke 2001, among many others);
◦ (46.ii) is not ruled out due to any representational property of the
But ask
yourselves:
derivations
probe
and/or thehow
goalsare
on their
own that violate minimality
ruled out?
– if it were, there would be no empirical content to minimality
•

notinstead,
by anyitproperties
"unchecked
of the
is ruled out(e.g.
simply
because the features")
grammar does
not produce
➻
probe
and/or goals
derivations
that involve a step like (46.ii)

• if that were the case, there would be no empirical content
⇒ Thus: even in ‘canonical’ implementations of minimalist syntax —
to the notion of 'minimality' in the first place
◦ some outcomes are ruled out not because, once generated, they violate246
conditions on the featural content of probes/goals;

6.1. Excluding outcomes by non-generation
• Consider minimality again —
(46) If α ≫ β , γ ; β ≫ γ ; and γ ̸≫ β :
[‘≫’ denotes c-command]

•

i.

α ... β ... γ

ii. * α . . . β . . . γ

•Instead,
This is obviously
motivated
above and the
beyond
just looking
at never
Kichean AF;
(ii) is ruled
out because
system
simply

derivations
thatthat
involve
step like are
thatruled out:
•generates
But consider
how derivations
violateaminimality
◦ (46.ii)
is not ruled
out due to any
Even
'canonical'
minimalism
hasrepresentational
to admit thatproperty
some of the
probe and/or
the goals
their
outcomes
are ruled
outon
not
byown
representational properties
if it were, structure
there would—
be no empirical content to minimality
of the–resulting
•

instead,
it isbecause
ruled out simply
because
the be
grammar
does not produce
➻but
simply
they can
never
generated,
to derivations
begin withthat involve a step like (46.ii)

⇒ Thus: even in ‘canonical’ implementations of minimalist syntax —
◦ some outcomes are ruled out not because, once generated, they violate
conditions on the featural content of probes/goals;
➻ but simply because they can never be generated, in the first place.
...................................
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6.2. The obligatory operation find(f)

FIND(f )

(47) find(f): when a head H0 with an unvalued feature f is merged, look
for an XP bearing a value of f , and assign that value to H0
[Preminger 2014]
•

FIND(f ) is not Agree:

• find(f) is not Agree —

it is obligatorily(=deterministically) triggered upon the merger of
◦ It isany
triggered
the mergerfeatures
of any H0 that has unvalued features
H0 thatupon
has unvalued
•

– not
because
the the
result
willwill/won't
necessarily
more
interface-amenable
• not
because
result
be be
more
interface-amenable
than
if find(f) were never triggered;
• but rather because FIND(f ) itself has obligatory status in the
– butgrammar
rather, because (47) itself has obligatory status in the grammar
➻ This is not an entirely new idea; some important predecessors:
• Not an entirely new idea; some important predecessors:
· Schütze’s (1997) Accord Maximization Principle
• Schutze’s (1997) Accord Maximization Principle
· Anand & Nevins’ (2006) maximized, but not obligatory agreement
• Anand & Nevins’ (2006) maximized, but not obligatory agreement
· López’s (2007) reactive/non-teleological reformulation of Agree
•

López’s (2007) reactive/non-teleological reformulation of Agree

...................................
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...................................
◦ consequently, find(ϕ) is obligatorily triggered when T0 is merge
• Two examples —
– it finds the External Argument (the children), accessible & w
0 enters the derivation bearing unvalued ϕ -features
in (48),
finite
T
• ◦
Let's
run
through
a quick
example
how this would work:
the same phase,
bearing
pluralofϕ -features
0 (thus, ‘were’)
⇒
valuing
the
features
on
T
(48) a. The children were bobbing for apples.

0 [ [the children] [ . . . ]]
b.
T
vP we find “gratuitous
v’
◦ in (49)
non-agreement”:
0 is merged
◦
consequently,
find(
ϕ
)
is
obligatorily
triggered
when
T
(49) * The children was bobbing for apples.
– it finds the External Argument (the children), accessible & wit
– the
(49)
isderivation
bad
not because
probes
and/or goals,
unto themsel
• There
is no
generated
by
the
grammar
in which
same
phase,
bearing the
plural
ϕ -features
0
bear
properties
that are
inadmissible
at
the
interface(s);
FIND(φ
not triggered
immediately
upon
the
merger
of
T
RE) is
⇒ valuing the features on T0 (thus, ‘were’)
because
the grammar
doesleading
not generate
➻ but
and
thus,
no available
derivation
to the derivations in wh
ungrammatical
version of this
sentence.
obligatory
like
(47) are not initiated
◦ in
(49)
we find operations
“gratuitous
non-agreement”:
– and
thus, there
is no derivation
generated by the grammar tha
(49) * The
children
was bobbing
for apples.
leads to (49).
– (49) is bad not because the probes and/or goals, unto themselv
bear properties that are inadmissible at the interface(s);
whic
➻ but because the grammar does not generate derivations in 249
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Beyond inter

Thesame
same
is true
of "gratuitous
non‑agreement"
in Kichean
•• The
holds
of “gratuitous
non-agreement”
in Kichean,
as well:AF:
(50) * ja rja’ x-φ -tz’et-ö
rje’
foc him com-3sg.abs-see-af them
Intended: ‘It was him who saw them.’

[=(42b)]

◦ there is no derivation of (50) generated by the grammar in which
• There
is no derivation
of this immediately
sentence inupon
which
find([plural])
is not triggered
the FIND(
mergerGROUP
of #0 ; )
0
is
not
triggered
immediately
upon
the
merger
of
#
◦ and thus, no derivation leading to this result.
and thus, no derivation leading to this unattested result
➻ But crucially:
◦ nothing in the definition of find(f) sets oﬀ any adverse eﬀects if,
for example, no suitable XP is found
• This is precisely what’s going on in examples like (51):
(51) ja ri xoq
x-φ -tz’et-ö
ri achin
foc the woman com-3sg.abs-see-af the man
‘It was the woman who saw the man.’

[=(9b)]
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find([plural]) is not triggered immediately upon the merger of #0 ;
◦ and thus, no derivation leading to this result.
crucially:
➻ • But
Crucially,
however, nowhere in the definition of FIND(f ) does it
◦say
nothing
in the
definition
of find(f)
sets oﬀ
adverse
eﬀects
if,
anything
about
any adverse
effects
if aany
target
is not
found
for example, no suitable XP is found
• And this is precisely what's going on in examples like
the is
following:
• This
precisely what’s going on in examples like (51):
(51) ja ri xoq
x-φ -tz’et-ö
ri achin
foc the woman com-3sg.abs-see-af the man
‘It was the woman who saw the man.’

[=(9b)]

◦ here, both arguments are 3sg —
– and are therefore unsuitable targets for both π 0 and #0
· which, as you’ll recall, are parameterized in Kichean to target
only XPs bearing [participant] and [plural], respectively (§4.2)
⇒ find([participant]) and find([plural]) are triggered upon the merger
of π 0 and #0 , respectively;
251
◦ both scan the entire phase, locating no suitable XP target

• This is precisely what’s going on in examples like (51):
(51) ja ri xoq
x-φ -tz’et-ö
ri achin
foc the woman com-3sg.abs-see-af the man
‘It was the woman who saw the man.’
•

[=(9b)]

◦Here,
here,both
botharguments
arguments are
—(=lacking [PARTICIPANT],
are3sg
3sg
[GROUP
]) are therefore unsuitable targets for both π 0 and #0
– and

· which,
as you’ll
recall, are
parameterized
and are
therefore
unsuitable
targets
for π0, #0in Kichean to target
only XPs bearing [participant] and [plural], respectively (§4.2)
• Like non‑wh phrases to a wh‑probe, they are skipped by
probes
⇒thefind([participant])
and find([plural]) are triggered upon the merger
0 and #0 , respectively;
• of
soπFIND(f
) doesn't find anything, and so no [PARTICIPANT]
◦ both
scan the
entire phase,
locatingonto
no suitable
XP target
or [GROUP
] features
are copied
the probe
◦➻ no
[participant]
[plural]
values
arelinguists
copied onto
and
we alreadyorknow
what
some
callthe
theprobes
spellout
of
head lacking
] and
[GROUP
right?singular’
– aresulting
in what[PARTICIPANT
we have come
to call
‘3rd ],
person
morphology
"3sg"
➻ and the derivation continues unimpeded.
•

And the derivation then continues unimpeded.

✓ §2 – A quick intro to Kichean & to the Agent-Focus (AF) construction
✓ §3 – The facts regarding agreement in Kichean AF
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Some conclusions
•

"Uninterpretable features" – if there is such a thing – cannot be
taken to cause ungrammaticality (or "crashes") at the interface
•

•

and, concomitantly, cannot be what enforces the
obligatoriness(=determinism) of syntactic operations
like agreement

I have argued, instead, for an elementary operation ("FIND") that
has obligatory status in the grammar, unto itself
(by "unto itself" I mean "in a way that is not reducible to
properties of the representations it operates upon, or those it
creates)

•

In Preminger 2014, I argue that phenomena like Object Shift,
the Definiteness Effect, and even long-distance wh‑movement
can be successfully modeled using the same logic
253

•

But what I would like to stress here, as we move to the last
portion of the lecture, is the more basic conclusion:
unchecked/unvalued features are tolerated by the
grammar, and do not lead to "crashes"/ungrammaticality.
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Case and Agreement
in Generative Grammar
Part 5: Case Again
Omer Preminger
University of Maryland – Department of Linguistics,
Maryland Language Science Center

Unvalued features are tolerated:
consequences for a theory of case

Deriving Marantz (1991)
•

Recall Marantz's algorithm:
1. lexical/oblique case
2. dependent case
3. unmarked case

•

first, lexical/oblique case is assigned to all noun phrases
introduced by a head that demands a particular case
•

e.g. quirky-case verbs in Icelandic

•

second, dependent case is assigned to one of every two
as‑of‑yet caseless noun phrases in a c‑command relation

•

finally, unmarked case is assigned to any remaining
noun phrases
257

1:
If unvalued features are tolerated by the grammar, we no
longer need to think of unmarked case as "assigned"

• OBSERVATION

•

just like "3sg" is just a name that linguists invented for
the spellout of nodes that lacked [PARTICIPANT] and
[GROUP] —
•

•

we can think of "NOM/ABS" as names that linguists
invented for the spellout of nodes that lacked valued
case features

i.e., if a noun phrase has gone through the entire
derivation without having valued its case features —
•

it will receive the spellout that is characteristic of
unvalued case – a.k.a., "NOM/ABS"
258

structure is built, and in particular, the way arguments are introduced into the

Consider, first, the category of lexical/oblique case. This is case that is assigned

OBSERVATION
2:
by •virtue
of the idiosyncratic
properties of the particular lexical head that select

If lexical/oblique case is case assigned under c‑selection
(i.e., If
case
assigned
to can
an argument
by its predicate)
— that l
(see §9.1).
lexical
selection
only occurdirectly
under sisterhood,
this means

then, given
structure
building,
it follows
that this
is case• assigned
to abottom-up
noun phrase
upon first
merger,
immediately
upon its int
will be first kind of case a noun phrase ever has an
opportunity to receive
derivation:

(268) lexical/oblique case – case assigned upon first merger

V /P /. . .

DP
⋅⋅⋅

Since the case calculus being presented here is one that operates within syntax,
259

ior to any larger structure that would include two noun phrases standing in a c-command relatio

69) a. lexical selection (sisterhood):
potential for lexical/oblique case

V /P /. . .




b. larger structure:
potential for dependent case

⋅⋅⋅

DP

DP
⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
V /P /. . .
non-case( assigner )

DP
⋅⋅⋅

c. finally, a noun phrase can only have
"unmarked case"(=unvalued case features) if it failed to
get case either by (a) or by (b)
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•

We have now derived the ordering that had to be stipulated in
Marantz's algorithm —
1. lexical/oblique case
2. dependent case
3. unmarked case

•

In other words, we have an understanding of why (1) is,
indeed, first, and why (3) is, indeed, last.

•

What remains mysterious is the nature of dependent case
•

we understand why it is "sandwiched" between (1) and (3)
(see previous slide);

•

but while we have a featural understanding of (1) and (3) —
•

(1) = valuation of case features under sisterhood

•

(3) = absence of any case valuation

— the

featural nature of (2) remains puzzling
261

•

Informally, it seems like dependent case is a
featural "stamp" of a different kind —
"I have (been) c-commanded (by) another DP with
unvalued case features in the course of the derivation."

•

Why this would be a kind of "stamp" realized by natural
language remains a mystery (at least to me).
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Case-agreement
correlations

What has changed
•

On the LGB theory, nominative and finite phi‑agreement
stood in a correlation because of the overlap in their
structural conditions
•

government and spec‑head, respectively
•

•

which overlapped in [Spec,I(nfl)0]

In the MP theory, the correlation was essentially stipulated
as part of the "passport stamp" theory of case
•

case as a reflex of phi‑agreement
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•

But if case is assigned configurationally (Marantz 1991, or
our derivation thereof), then there is no way to make case
a "side‑effect" of agreement

➻ CLAIM:

That is empirically desirable
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benefactive PP Miren-entzat ‘Miren-BEN’ has been replaced with a dative nominal,
lankide-e-i ‘colleague(s)-ART pl -DAT’:
(5) [ [Miren-entzat]PP [harri
horiek] ( ABS ) altxa-tze-n
] probatu
Miren-BEN
stone(s) thosepl ABS lift-NMZ - LOC attempted
[d-it-u-zte]aux .
√
3.ABS-pl.ABS- -3pl.ERG
‘They have attempted to lift those stones for Miren.’
(subject is pro <3pl.ERG>)
[liburu horiek] ABS irakur-tze-n
]
(6) [ [Lankide-e-i] DAT
colleague(s)-ART pl -DAT book(s) thosepl ( ABS ) read-NMZ - LOC
probatu [d-Ø/*it-u-(z)te]aux .
√
attempted 3.ABS-sg/*pl.ABS- -3pl.ERG
‘They have attempted to read those books to the colleagues.’
(Preminger 2009)
(subject is pro <3pl.ERG>)
If it were possible for the absolutive argument to move out of the embedded nomABS on
DPthe
arises
irrespective
whether agreement
with
inalized clause
within
A-syntax
(i.e., beforeofscrambling/A-bar
movement
has octhat
DP falsely
is or isn't
blocked
curred), we
would
predict
plural absolutive agreement to be possible in (6),
on a par with (4).
➻ in line with the idea that ABS doesn't indicate "assignment"
We might consider the possibility that the downstairs absolutive argument can Ain any sense
move out of or
the "valuation"
embedded nominalized
clause when there is no dative co-argument
(as in (4–5)), but not when there is one (as in (6)). However, under the fairly standard
assumption that unselected modifiers do not move as freely as arguments do, the order
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What becomes, then, of
case‑agreement correlations?
•

Bobaljik (2008), working within Marantz's (1991) theory,
stipulates that agreement is "case‑discriminating" (my term) —
•

196

and it determines whether a noun phrase can or cannot be
targeted for agreement using the Marantzian case
Existing treatments of t
hierarchy:

(179) agreement accessibility: English, Icelandic
unmarked case ≫ dependent case ≫ lexical/oblique case
!"" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "#" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " $
accessible for
φ-agreement

(180) agreement accessibility: Nepali
unmarked case ≫ dependent case ≫ lexical/oblique case
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196

Existing treatments of t

(179) agreement accessibility: English, Icelandic
unmarked case ≫ dependent case ≫ lexical/oblique case
!"" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "#" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " $
accessible for
φ-agreement

... but if "unmarked case" is just another instance of
(180) agreement accessibility: Nepali
misleading terminology (à la "3sg" ) —
•

•

unmarked
case ≫
casecase‑discrimination
≫ lexical/oblique case
we
can begin
todependent
think of the
!"" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "of
" " " " " " " " " " "agreement
" " " " " " " " "#" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "in
" " " " " " " " " " another
" " " " " " " " " " " " "$
property
way:
accessible for
φ-agreement

PROPOSAL:

(181) phi‑agreement
a. ma
[ yas can only
pasal-m
ā ] patrik
ā
kin-ch-u
target
nominals
whose
case
features
aredem.obl
unvalued.
1sg.nom
store-loc newspaper.nom buy-nonpast-1sg
•

perhaps because case is valued on K0, and KP
‘I buy the newspaper in this store.’
becomes phasal when case is valued...?

b. maile

[ yas

pasal-mā ] patrikā

kin-ē/*yo
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Comparison with the "Activity Condition"
•

The proposal that agreement can only target nominals without
case seems, at first glance, close to Chomsky's (2001) Activity
Condition
➻

but the two are actually significantly different:
•

since, as we have shown, agreement does not assign case,
a caseless nominal having been agreed with does not alter
its (caseless) state
this predicts that so long as a nominal remains
caseless(=in "unmarked case"), it should be able to be
targeted for phi‑agreement multiple times
•

by different heads

(in sharp contrast to the predictions of the Activity Condition)
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‘The mother fed the cow.’

[Polinsky & Potsdam 2001:586]

Crucially, as Polinsky & Potsdam demonstrate, absolutive arguments in Tsez can trigger overt

As some of you may already know, the predictions of this
agreement new
on more
than one– lexical
verb. those
In particular,
embedded
trigger agreement
on
system
and not
of the
Activitytopics
Condition
–
are verb,
correct:
e subordinating
as well:
•

59) a. eni-r

[uži

ϕ-āy-ru-łi]

ϕ-iy-xo

mother-dat boy.i.abs i-arrive-past.prt-nmz i-know-pres
‘The mother knows that as for the boy, he arrived.’
b. eni-r

[už-ā

magalu

b-āc’-ru-łi]

b-iy-xo

mother-dat boy-erg bread.iii.abs iii-eat-past.prt-nmz iii-know-pres
‘The mother knows that as for the bread, the boy ate it.’

[Polinsky & Potsdam 2001:606]

few comments are in order regarding these data. First, note that agreement on the subordinating

rb does not replace agreement on the embedded verb; in (159b), for example, both the embedded

rb b-āc’-ru-łi (“iii-eat-past.prt-nmz”) and the subordinating verb b-iy-xo (“iii-know-pres”)

hibit overt φ-agreement with the embedded absolutive argument, magalu (“bread.iii.abs”).
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Some problems for the idea of
caselessness‑as‑a‑prerequisite‑for‑agreement
•

Object agreement
•

196

timing? (targeted for agreement before dependent case is
assigned?)
Existing treatments of t

clitic doubling?
(179)
agreement
accessibility: English, Icelandic
• Ergative
agreement
•

always
clitic
doubling?
unmarked
case
≫ dependent case ≫ lexical/oblique case
!"" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "#" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " $
accessible
for a different Bobaljikian parameterization
Languages
with
•

•

φ-agreement

•

e.g. Nepali

(180) agreement accessibility: Nepali
unmarked case ≫ dependent case ≫ lexical/oblique case
!"" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "#" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "$
accessible for
φ-agreement
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future work?
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